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Miscellaneous articles.
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T H U R S D A Y , O C T O B E R 14, 1909.

W H O L E N U M B E R , 1788

A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.'
g

B. HORNING, n .

W. SUHKURUN’S

o t ic e

P ra c tisin g P hysician,

SHAVING PA RLO R,

CO LLEG EV ILLE, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA.

lyjr Y. WEBER, M. D.,

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office H o u rs: U ntil 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone'Phone No. 17.

g

A. KBUKEN, M. D.,

NORRISTOW N, PA.
O FFIC E ROOMS : T H IR T Y , THIRTY-TW O
AND TH IRTY-FO UR BOYER ARCADE.
H ours , 8 to 9
2 to 8
7 to 8

T el eph o n e s , B ell 716-d

Keystone 807
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.

D “*8. D.DCORNISH,
EN TIST,
CO L L EG EV IL L E, PA.
Flrst-elass Workmanship G u aran teed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone 'Phone No. 81. Bell 'Phone, 27Y.

FRANK BRANDRETH,

1ST Second Door Above Railroad.
Finest grades of CIGA RS and TOBACOO
always on hand.

JJE N R Y BOWER,

Veterinary Surgeon,
^COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Bell 'Phone 23 x.

J^ANIEL M. ANDERS,
Real Estate Bought, Sold
and Exchanged.

Stocks aid Bonds B oibt aid Soli
IN SU R A N C E E F F E C T E D .
Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
F I R S T -C L A S S

(Successor to Dr. Okas, Ryckman,)

D E N T IST ,

S in gle and Double H eaters

ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

R anges, Cook Stoves,

WICKLESS OIL HEATERS, RADI
TyjAYNK K. LONGSTRETH,
ATORS, AND FARMERS’ BOILERS
at the right prices, and good service guar
A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
anteed. No pains spared in my efforts to
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croser Build give all my patrons satisfaction.
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

g A R V E Y L SHOSKOy

F. C. PO L E Y ,
UIMERICK SQUARE, PA.
EYES

CAREFULLY

A tto r n e y -a t- L aw ,

LENSES

Ml SW EDE STB BET, N O RRISTOW N, PA.
RESID EN CE—ROYKRSFORD.
Both ’Phones,

EXPERT

JJE K B E R T U. MOORE,

EXAMINED

ACCURATELY
FRAME

GROUND

A D JU S T IN G

A. B . P A R K E R
O ptom e trist
2 1 0 D eK alb S treet NORRISTOWN. PA.

A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. B U IL D IN G ,
805 Swede St., Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone 'Phones.
6-16.

THEY

WERE

STUBBORN.

A Story Illustrating tha “Setness” of
tho Cornishman.
Your Comishman can be very “set”
JO S E P H S. KRATZ,
and stubborn. His determination of
spirit is more remarkable than admira
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
ble a t times, though it may be amus
low C O M M O N W E A L T H B U IL D IN G , lath
ing.
Mr. Hook, the late royal academician,
and C H E S T N U T S T R E E T S ,
was once, says Mr. W. H. Hudson in
Philadelphia.
his book on the “Land’s End,” on the
Telephones.
sands a t Whitesand bay, working at a
marine picture, when two natives came
L. EVANS,
np and planted themselves just behind
o .
him. There was nothing the artist
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
hated more than to be watched by
828 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
strangers over his shoulders In this
A t residence, Lim erick, every evening.
way, and pretty soon he wheeled
Bell 'Phone 92. Keystone 'Phone, 27.
around on them and angrily asked
them how long they were going to
stand there.
1HOHAS HALLHAN,
His - manner served to arouse their
spirit, and they replied brusquely that
A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
they were going to stay as long as they
828 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA. thought proper.
He Insisted on knowing ju st how
At my residence, next door to National Bank,
long they were going to stay there to
Collegeville. every evening.
1-26.
his annoyance, and by and by, after
some more loud and angry discussion,
J
STROUD WEBER,
one of them incautiously declared they
would stand at th at very spot for an
A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
hour.
“Do you meau that?” shouted Hook,
No. t EAST A IR Y ST., NORRISTOW N.
Can be consulted every evening a t his resi pulling out his watch.
Yes, they returned, they would not
dence in Evansburg. Both 'phones.
11-26
stir one inch from th at spot for an
hour.
1J- S. G. FIN KB1NER,
“Very well,” he said and pulled up
his easel; then, marching off to a dis
Real E s ta te a n d In su ra n c e , tance of thirty yards, he set it up
again and resumed his painting.
LOANS and INVESTM ENTS, NOTARY
And there, within thirty yards of
his back, the two men stood for one
PU B LIC . ROYBRSFORD, PA.
hour and a quarter, for, as they did
not have a watch, they were afraid of
JO H N J . RADl'LIFF,
going away before the hour had ex
pired. Then they marched off.

P a in te r a n d P a p e r H a n g e r
MAIN STREET (near borough line) COL
LEGE Y IL L E , PA. Contracts taken and good
work and m aterial guaranteed. Full line wall
paper and paint for sale.

jg

S. FOLEY,

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
TRA PPE, PA

Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-28

P

s.

KOONS,
SO H W EN K SV ILLE, PA.

S la te r a n d R oofer,
And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Orey
etc. Estim ates furnished, w ork con
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloct

T?BWARD DAVID.
AJJ
P ainter
a in t
P
and

P a p e r-H a n g e r,
COLLEG EV ILLE, P A . 49* Samples of paper
always on hand.

.
In the Court of Common Pleas of
N
. Montgomery County, Pennsylvania.

Franklin at a Swimmer.

In 1726 Benjamin Franklin was
working as a printer at W atts’, near
Lincoln Inn Fields, and taught two
shopmates to swim ”at twice going
into tiie river.” With them and some
of their friends from the country he
paid a visit by w ater to Chelsea, and
“In Our return,” he recorded, “a t the
request of the company, whose curi
osity Wygate had excited, I stripped
and leaped into the rlvCr and swam
from near Chelsea to Blackfriars, per
forming ou the way many feats of
activity, both upon and under the
water, that surprised and pleased
those to whom they were novelties.”—
London Tatler.
H e r H o u sek e ep in g .

.On September 20, 1909, was presented
the petition qf Mary R. Quinn represent
ing, inter alia, that she is the owner of,
inter alia, a lot of land situate in the
township of Lower Providence, Montgom
ery county, Pennsylvania, containing
seven acres and thirty-two perches of
land, more or less, late the estate of Henry
S. Kulp, deceased.
That Sylvanus Haight, a former owner
of a large tract of ground containing said
premises executed two indentures of mort
gage covering said large tract of ground
as follows, to wit: One to Lydia Krieble
dated March 26, 1840, acknowledged same
day and recorded the same day in Mort
gage Book No. 22, page 341, to secure the
sum of one thousand dollars, and one to
Ann Lorimer dated March 26, 1840, ac
knowledged the same day and recorded
April 2, 1840, In Mortgage Book No. 22,
page 365, to secure the sum of twenty-eight
hundred dollars.
That William T. Martin, who also
owned a large tract of ground described
as two tracts which contained the said
premises now owned by said Mary R.
Quinn, executed a mortgage to Sylvanus
Haight on the 9tU day of March, A, D.,
1843, acknowledged same day, recorded
same day in Mortgage Book No. 24, page
261, to secure the sum of four hundred and
eighty dollars.
That more than 21 years have elapsed
since said mortgages became due and pay
able and no payment of principal or in
terest has been made or demanded within
the period of 21 years.
That there is upon the margin of each
of said mortgages an intended satisfaction
thereof, but that each of said satisfactions
is incomplete and invalid for the following
reasons: The first mentioned above mort
gage was assigned by Lydia Krieble to
Joseph Crawford, but no proper assign
ment appears of record and said mortgage
was by the executors of Joseph Crawford
assigned to John R. Umstad, but no
proper assignment appears of record to
said John R. Umstad. The second above
mentioned mortgage is satisfied on the
margin of the record by the said Ann
Lorimer but is not attested by the Re
corder of Montgomery county. The third
above mentioned mortgage was recited as
assigned by Sylvanus Haight to Albert
H^lffenstein, but no assignment of said
mortgage between said parties appears of
record.
That the presumption of payment of
each of said mortgages has long since
arisen from lapse of time.
Notice is hereby given to the said Ann
Lorimer, Albert Helffenstein and John R.
Umstad, the said mortgageeand assignees
and to Lydia Krieble, Joseph Crawford,
Sylvanus Haight, and Abraham Brower
and John Shearer, executors of Joseph
Crawford, former owners of said mort
gages and recited assignors thereof or
their heirs or legal representatives to ap
pear in said Court on Monday, November
1, 1909, at 10 o’clock a. m., to show cause,
if any or all of them have, why the mort
gages above mentioned should not be sat
isfied of record by order of said Court.
By the Court.
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff.
E. L. Hallman, Thos. Hallman,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Sep
tember 21, 1909.
9-30.

.
In the Court of Common Pleas of
N
Montgomery county, Pennsylvania. No.
o t ic e

28, October Term, 1909.
Notice is hereby given to William
Thomas or his heirs or legal representa
tives that Mary R. Quinn did on the 20th
day of September, A. D., 1909, present to
the above stated court her petition set
ting forth that she is the owner in fee of a
part of the premises hereinafter described.
That on October 19,1800, Jean Magdeleine,
Basher DeBosgelly and wife executed and
delivered to Edward Pigott a deed for all
that certain messuage or tenement, plan
tation and tract of land situate and being
in Providence township, beginning a t a
stone set for a corner of land of Benjamin
Rittenhouse, Esq., and the line of Henry
Taney’s land; thence by the said Benja
min Rittenhouse’s land north forty-two
and a haif degrees forty-nine perches to a
stone; thence by the same south thirtythree degrees and a half thirty-eight and
two-tenths perches to a stone on the
township line road leading to Schuylkill;
thence by the same north forty-two and a
half degrees east two and one-half perches
to a stone; thence by the said Benjamin
Rittenhouse’s land north thirty-three and
a half degrees west thirty-eight and twotenths perches to a stone; thence by the
same north forty-two and a half degrees
east sixty-seven and four-tenths perches
to a stone; thence by land of John Baker
and others north forty-eight degrees fortyfive minutes west ohe hundred sixty-seven
and nine-tenths perches to a stake and
heap of stones; thence by land late of
Christopher Zimmerman now of Francis
Wade south forty-three degrees thirty
minutes west one hundred and eleven
perches to a black oak; thence by land of
Henry Taney south forty-six degrees
thirty minutes east qne hundred seventysix and six-tenths perches to the place of
beginning, containing one hundred and
twenty acres onehundredandeight perches
of land, more or less. Said deed being re
corded in Deed Book No. 16, page 441.
That said p'semises were recited in sg,id
deed to have been sold under and subject
to the payment of the sum of ten hundred
and sixty-six silver dollars of the United
States and sixty-seven cents mortgage
money due and payable to William
Thomas of Providence township, miller,
on the sixth day of November, 1801, to
gether with lawful interest thereon, &c.
That no such mortgage appears of
record.
That no payment has been made on ac
count of principal or interest for upwards
of twenty-one years.
- Notice is therefore given to William
Thomas o r‘his heirs or legal representa
tives to appear in said court on or before
the first Monday of November, A. D.
1909, and answer the petition aforesaid
and show cause, if any they have, why
satisfaction and discharge of said recited
charge should not be entered upon the
record by the Recorder of Deeds under di
rection of the above court so that said
satisfaction so entered shall forever dis
charge, defeat and release the said recited
charge and mortgage therein recited ac
cording to the acts of assembly in such
case made and provided.
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff.
E. L. Hallman and Thos. Hallman,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Sep
tember 21, 1909.
9-80.

Crowells—Smith's wife must be a
poor housekeeper. Mrs. Crowells—
Why do you think so? Growells—He
declares he’s perfectly comfortable at
home every day in the year.—Chicago
A plain duty is like a plain per
News.
son. It is always the least attrac

tive.—Record.

T H IN G S W E T H I N K - T H I N G S
O T H E R S T H IN K
AND W H A T W E T H I N K OF T H E
THINGS OTHERS T H IN K .

BY EG BER T B E D E .

field study of orchards, greeuhouse
work, creamery practice, and a score
of other lines of practical work,
each student dealing with the sub
ject in his own course. It is the
experience of former winter course
students-that twelve weeks given to
association with other students and
to study of fundamental principles
in the care of syl, plants, animals
and dairy products is very helpful.
It gives one a better basis for suc
cessful work in life. Our wellequipped School of Agriculture,
which has 258 men enrolled in its
four years’ course, and 77 men in its
two years’ course, makes special
provision for these twelve weeks’
courses. Our institution is main
tained by the state because it serves
those who want to fit themselves for
better work. Young men who can
give only the winter months to study
of agriculture have the same right
to aid as that enjoyed by students
in longer courses. A free winter
course bulletin gives information
concerning the courses. All people
interested in a better agriculture
may do good by sending us the ad
dresses of young men who should
have the benefit of this instruction.
There will be room for one hundred
and fifty winter course students
this year. Address: Alva Agee,
Secretary, School of Agriculture,
State College, Pa.

—Married women live longer than
single ones. There is absolutely no
question about the truth of this
statement:' Who ever heard of a
single maiden living to be thirty.
—Children need healthy and safe
places to play, with an abundance
of fresh air and moral surroundings.
Public playgrounds will do wonders
for physical and moral health of the
growing generation.
—Nick Longworth will probably
go down the balls of fame as the
husband of Alice Roosevelt.
—“ Well, I ’ll be hanged!” ex
claimed the homicide upon hearing
the jury’s unexpected verdict of
guilty.
—Brevity is said to be-soul of wit
—but it does not strike most men as
being funny to be “ short” along
about Christmas time.
—MWhen a woman is kissed on
one cheek should she turn the other?’*
asks exchange. No, she should only
turn about half that far.
—Rockefeller is probably proud of
his ability to raise the wiud—but
E A R L Y D A M A G E T O T R E E S BY
probably regrets that that ability
R A B B IT S .
has resulted in a tornado of abuse.
A fruit grower of southern Penn
—“Feed your cows sweets,” says sylvania, who planted an apple or
a Wisconsin dairy, “ it will do them chard last spring, wrote to Pro. H.
good.” Give us a little more taffy A. Surface, State Zoologist, Harris
burg, that for the past two months
like that and we will try it.
—Keeping account of the number rabbits have been “ barking” the
pf men killed and injured in football trees, and some of the trees have
every year necessitates considerable been already seriously injured. He
mathematical exercise, which seems asked for a “solution” that could be
to be the only excuse for making rubbed on the trees to stop further
football such a prominent feature of damage, and inquired as to the
merits of gas tar for that purpose.
every educational institution.
He said that one of his neighbors
—The fragrance of flowers strewn used grease or tallow with success.
upon the casket may rise with the Professor Surface answered as fol
spirit to heaven, but to the lifeless lows:
clay about to be returned tp Mother
“Replying to your recent letter,
Earth their beauty can not atohe for I beg to say that it is unusual for rab
neglect suffered during its living bits to peel trees this time of year,
hours.
but I am satisfied that the methods
—When a father comes home tired of preventing this destruction dur
from work there is nothing so re ing the winter would be efficient and
freshing as to have a diminutive lit safe now. Among these are the
tle reproduction of its mother come following, stated in the order of
racing out to meet him with out preference by myself.
1. Painting with white lead and
stretched arms, the glowing face en
raw linseed oil, made as thick
shrined with curls, and tiny lips
as house paint.
-puckered for a kiss. The welcome
2. Painting or spraying with the
is so sincere and effusive that daily
boiled lime-sulphur wash con
cares are forgotten in its enjoyment.
taining
considerable sediment.
- Dr. Clara Scott has risen to
3.
Rubbing
the trees with tallow,
fame by declaring that in the near
blood,
a
freshly killed rabbit,
future kissing will be confied to the
or
the
entrails
of any animal.
lower classes. Clara will be way
4.
Protecting
by
means
of wire net
down in the list.
ting.
—The government faces a deficit
5. Use of poison, traps, dogs
of five millions of dollars. Surely
and gun.
Uncle Sam must be pretty well to
“ As a matter of fact, Number 5
do when such a statement causes not should be combined with any one of
a ripple of excitment.
the others. During the winter rab
—The value of your opinions de bits will often leave the trunks of
pends largely upon whether you or trees alone if freshly-cut branches
are dropped on the ground where
someone else is appraising them.
they can not get to them. I do not
' —If every person did as his con know if this would work in summer,
science dictates the census enumer but recommend a trial.
ator in hades would lose his job.
“ A gentleman has just written to
—You can discourse intelligently me. that he used coaltar successfully
upon the anatomy of the family skele for borers, but did not state the kind
ton without being a physiologist.
of trees on which he used it. I am
seeking further information on the
subject. If coal tar or gas tar did
B E T T E R E A R N IN G P O W E R .
The Pennsylvania State College not injure his trees, it would be
effective in preventing damage by
has five winter courses in agricul borers and rabbits, but I do not
ture beginning November 30, 1909. think it is safe to recommend this as
The object of these courses is to a preventive, for, in my opinion,
assist young men in increasing their there is some danger of damage to
earning power through study in the the trees, excepting under unusually
State School of Agriculture during favorable conditions. I once saw
the winter months. These courses what was formerly a nice orchard
are devoted to practical instruction that had been killed by the applica
in general agriculture, horticulture, tion of mixed tar and linseed oil.”
dairy husbandry, dairy manufacture
R IS E O F A S IA T IC L A K E S and poultry keeping. The student
During the past 20 years the lakes
may select any one of the fi ve cou rses.
The morningsare devoted to lectures of Russian Central Asia have shown
and recitations, and the afternoons a steady rise of water-level in the
are given to practical exercises, such entire region between the 40th par
as livestock judging, com judging, allel and the trans-Siberian railway,

and form the Caucasus to Chinese
Turkestan. Within this period, or
since 1885, the Sea of Aral has risen
about six and half feet. The phe
nomenon has accompanied a period
of augmentation of rainfall, and
J. de Schokalsky thinks that it has
now attained its maximum.
BEES A N D TH E SEN SE OF
SM ELL.

Recent experiments on showy
flowers like the poppy tend to show
that insects are not always attracted
to flowers by the brightly colored
petals, out rather by the perception
—doubtless by means of smell—that
there is honey or pollen. I d these
experiments the unopened flower
bulb is enclosed in a gauze net, so as
to, protect its insects, and when it
expands the petals are carefully
removed without touching the re
maining parts with the fingers (for
bees avoid a flower if the smell of
human fingers is left on it), and the
petalless flowers receive practically
as many insect visits as untouched
flowers do.
R A IL W A Y T R E E P L A N T IN G .

The Pennsylvania Rail way is plan
ning to set out more than 1,000,000
trees. This will make a total of
3.430.000 trees planted in the last
three years to provide for some of
the company’s future requirements
in timber and sleepers. This con
stitutes the largest forestry plan
yet undertaken by any private cor
poration. Heretofore the company’s
forestry operations have been con
fined to a limited area between
Philadelphia and Altoona. This
year, however, 65,000 trees are be
ing set out on tracts of land near
Metuchen and New Brunswick, N.
J. In addition there are to be
planted within the next month 207,000 trees near Conewago, Pa., 186,000 in the vicinity of Van Dyke,
334.000 at Lewistown Junction,
7.000
at Pomeroy, and 206,000 at
Denholm.
S IG N E D R O O S E V E L T ’S N A M E
8 0 ,0 0 0 T IM E S .

Margaret Wilson Young signed
Theodore Roosevelt’s name 80,000
times in the seven years he was
President. She is special secretary
to the President, and is going along
signing President Taft’s name as
she did that of Roosevelt. The
office Mrs. Young fills was created
in 1812, when it was decreed that all
patents from the Land Office should
be in the name of the President and
signed by him. Before President
Arthur’s time the office was filled
by a man at a salary of $1,500 a year.
Congress, at A rthur’s request,
authorized the appointment of a
woman clerk to sign the land pat
ents, and it is this post Mrs. Young
occupies at a salary of ‘$12,000 a
year.
A B IO L O G IC A L P R O B L E M .

The anatomy of the American
negro is not well known, and, not
withstanding the oft-repeated asser
tions regarding the hereditary in
feriority of the mulatto, we know
hardly anything on this subject.
If his vitality is lower than that of
the full-blooded negro, this may be
as much due to social causes as to
hereditary causes. Owing to the
very large number of mulattoes in
our country, it would not be a
difficult matter to investigate the
biological aspects of this question
thoroughly, and the importance of
the problem demands that this
should be done. Looking into a dis
tant future, it seems reasonably
certain that with the increasing
mobility of the negro the number of
full-bloods will rapidly decrease,
and since there is no introduction of
new negro blood, there can not be
the slightest doubt that the ulti
mate effect of the contact between
the two races must necessarily be a
continued increase of the amount of
white blood in the negro community.
—Professor Franz Boas, in Science.
Slater Springer, of West GosheD,
Pa., has sold ten busbelsof sunflower
seed to a Phiadelpbia dealer.
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T h u rsd a y , O ct. 14, ’0 9 .
CHURCH SERVICES.
St. Jam es’ Church, Lower Providence, Kev.
F. S. Ballentlne, rector. Morning: service and
sermon, 10.80. Sunday School, 1.46 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and weleome.
T rinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day a t 10 a. m. .Sunday School nt 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor a t 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
E. a t 7 p. m.
S t. Paul’8 Memorial Church, near Oaks Sta
tion, Rev. Q-. W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday
Services—10.30 a. m .; 3.30 p. m. Sunday School
—2.15 p. m. Vested choir. Free sittings.
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church.—Sunday School at
9.45 a. m. Preaching a t 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School
a t 9 a .m . Preaching a t 10 a. m. and 7.80 p. m.
Junior Endeavor prayer meeting a t 2 p. m.
Y. P. S. 0. E. prayer meeting a t 8.45 p. m.
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening
a t 7.30 o’clock. All are most cordially invited to
attend the services.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Trappe—Preach
ing a t 2.30 p. m.; Sunday School a t 1.30 p. m.;
prayer meeting a t 10 a. m. Limerick—Preach
ing a t 10 a. m.; Sunday School a t 9 a. m.;
C. E. a t 7.30 p. m .
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. in., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
7.46,11.02 a. m., 2.27, 6.06 p. m. Sundays—8.30
a. m., 7.39 p. m.

H om e a n d A b ro ad .
—The rain
—Monday night
—Was joyfully welcomed
—By everybody, and
—For sufficient reason, too.
—A heavy consignment of bitum
inous coal was recently received
at the big power plant.
—See adver. D. Y. Mowday’s
headquarters for furniturein Norris
town; page 7.
—H. L. Saylor’s new barn and
big water tank are nearly complete.
Jacob Buckwalter isdoingthe work.
—An apple tree in full blossom is
a novelty on the property of the
Beading Railway at Birdsboro.
—A concrete walk is being placed
at the residence of Wm. H. Stroud.
Sterner & Culp are doing the work.,
—Sweet cider, in small lots, for
sale at the Collegeville mills, this
week only.
—The inn at Fairview Village has
been sold by Harry B. Lasher to
Charles Himmel wright, of Jefferson
ville.
—Falling into aspring near Stony
Creek Mills, Berks connty, a little
child of Eugene Sands was drowned.
—David Brown, of No. 507 Noble
street, Norristown, was seriously
injured by falling down a stairway
while carrying lumber.
—Borough tax delinquents in
Royersford will probably begiventhe
chance to work out their taxes on
the street, to avoid going to jail.
—When a woman has good meals
for the family it’s a sign she has
much more brains than if she knew
how to write poetry.—New York
Press.
—Samuel Hine,of Reading,caught
43 fish in Yankee dam, Linfield, in
cluding 8 bass and 35 sunfish, with
in two hours.
—Although he is one of the oldest
men in Royersford, Abel Nettles
was the first farmer in that section
to have all his corn husked.
—Lockjaw, caused by .running
a nail into her foot while playing
around some new houses, resulted
in death of Mary Kika, a Pottstown
girl.
—With a charge of 325 pounds of
dynamite,40,000bushelsof limestone
were loosened at the quarries of John
S. Dreibelbis, at Host, Berkscounty.
Stricken with paralysis while
husking corn in his fields, Henry
Kulp, a well-known farmer, near
Royersford, is in a critical condition.
—Former Magistrate C. G. Bair,
of Pottstown, has entered upon his
fortieth yearastreasurer of Madison
Lodge of Odd Fellows.
—A patient who had escaped from
the State Hospital for the Insane was
picked up by the Norristown police.
He stated that in the five days he
was absent from the institution he
lived in a cornfield and subsisted on
apples.

Farro-Sold.

R e lie f Association.

Joseph Pizzano has sold bis farm
Employes of the Schuylkill Valley
Of 16 acres, in Lower Providence, Traction Company have formed a
to Frank Josten of Philadelphia, fdr relief association with Superinten
$2500.
dent George Hoeger, president, and
Lewis Rowan, treasurer. The sick
benefits are $5 a week, but they will
A lu m n i B anquet.
The annal banquet of the Upper not go into operation until the asso
Providence Alumni Association will ciation is organized for six months.
be held at Stritzinger’s parlor,
M e m o ria l D ispensary.
Norristown, on Saturday evening,
October 28.
A memorial dispensary to cost
about fifteen hundred dollars in
R eceived C o n tract.
memory of the late John T. Dyer,
G. F. Clamer, of this borough, has will be erected, by his widow at
received the contract to install a 75- Charity Hospital, Norristown, This
light acetylene plant in Penny- announcement was made at the recent
packer & Bromer’s store building, monthly meeting of "the directors.
The new dispensary will be erected
Schwenksville.
in the basement of the women's ward
near Powell and Spruce streets.
V is ito r From P an am a.
Mr. Charles Hozier, of Panama,
R a b b its P len tifu l.
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Rabbits
are reported plentiful and
Clamer and Mr. and Mrs. John
and
many
gunners are anxiously
Barrett, on Sunday. Mr. Hozier is
employed in the construction of the awaiting the opening of the season
which this year is on November 1.
Panama Canal.
*
There is a general satisfaction that
the time for the opening of rabbit
A n o ther Typhoid Fever Case.
Charles Klausfelder, son of Mr. season has been made later. When
and Mrs. Emil Klausfelder was last the season opened on October 15,
week stricken with typhoid fever, most of the rabbits were really unfit
making the third typhoid case in to eat.
the Klausfelder family. Miss Mary
Klausfelder is still' in a serious con- E s ta te Left to W ife U n d e r C onditions.
The will of William J. Bean, of
dition.
Skippack, was abmitted to probate
Monday. He gives the income of
C o m in g T eac h ers ' In s titu te.
his
estate to his wife Mary for life
When the day lectures of the
and
the principal is to be divided
County Teachers’ Institute are held
in the High School auditorium, at among his four children. Should
Norristown, the night lectures will Mrs Bean re-marry then the estate
occur in the Grand Opera House, is to be divided according to the
where also the afternoon institute of intestate laws of the state. The ex
Directors’day will be held. Nearly ecutors are Abraham G. Bean and
1000 teachers will be on hand the Warren G. Bean, sons.
week of October 25.
M u rd erers Indicted.
Excursion Successful.

The thirteenth annual excursion
of the Orphans’ School at Topton to
the battlefield of Gettysburg, which
occurred on Saturday,' was as usual
very largely attended by the resi
dents of the Perkiomen valley.
There were quite a number of per-''
sons from this borough and vicinity
among the excursionists.
O utin g o f H is to ria n s .

The annual fall outing of the His
torical Society of Montgomery County
will be at Valley Forge, on Wednes
day, October 20th. The society will
assemble at the Washington Memor
ial Chapel at 10.30 a. m. The Mu
seum of Amerian, History will be
open and an opportunity given to
inspect the interesting collections.
The personal tent used by Washing
ton at Valley Forge and throughout
his campaigns, recently purchased
for $5000, is one of the extraordin
ary exhibits in this museum.
Trolley C h a rte r G ranted.

A charter was granted to the
Royersford Interurban Traction Cp.
Thursday at Harrisburg, with a
capital stock of $25,000. The incor
porators are Joseph Addison Buckwaiter and S. Raiser of Royersford,
and W. W. Levering and W. H.
Houston, of Philabelpbia. The
necessary capital to build the road
will be taken in Philadelphia. The
company proposes to build a trolley
road from Royersford to a point near
Limerick Square, connecting with
the Schuylkill Valley traction lines.
A utom obile Collided w ith C ow .

R eal E state Sold.

The real estate belonging to the
heirs of the late Leonard Smith,
consisting of about two acres of
ground .with improvements, near
Areola, was sold at Sheriff’s sale on
Wednesday of last week to Wanger
& Knipe, of Norristown, for $500.
In s talla tio n o fT. O . O . F. O fficers.

The installation of officers of
Economy Lodge 397, this borough,
did not take place last Saturday
evening but will occur next Satur
day evening. The installing staff
of Nicetown Lodge No. 648 will
officiate. Deputy Bair of Pottstown,
expects to be present.
N e w Tenants.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Kayser, of
Philadelphia, have taken possession
of the ’residential part of W. P.
Fenton’s store building.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Johnson, of
Philadelphia, are the guests of Mrs.
Bessie Hunsieker.
Mr. A. B. Sloat, of Philadelphia,
was in town on Tuesday.
Mrs. Harriet Gristock has re
Appointed D e le g a te to F arm ers’
turned
from a visit to Mr. and Mrs.
N a tio n a l Congress.
Heinly, of York.
Governor Stuart has appointed
Hubert Yost is suffering with
Captain H. H. Fetterolf, of this
neuralgia
of the face.
borough, one of the delegates to
represent this State in the Farmers’
DEATHS.
National Congress at Raleigh, N.C.,
beginning November4,1909. Neigh
John Staddon, of Trooper, died
bor Fetterolf is to be congratulated Monday at Charity Hospital, after
upon the-honor conferred, upon him. an illness due to a complication of
diseases, aged 62 years. Three
children survive. Funeral this
C o n du cto r T u rn e r III.
Cyrus L. Turner, an old passen Thursday at 2 p. m. All services
ger conductor on the Perkiomen and interment at the Lower Provi
Railroad, was recently stricken with dence Baptist church and cemetery;
illness on his train in Philadelphia, undertaker J. L. Bechtel in charge.
and was removed to a Philadelphia
Sarah Bradford died on Thursday
Hospital. Mr. Turner has been in
at
the home of John I. Bradford,
the service ever sined- the road was
Trappe,
aged 83 years, 11 months,
opened and few men are better
and
26
days.
The. funeral was held
known, and no conductor on the
on
Tuesday.
Services and inter
Perkiomen railroad is more highly
ment
at
the
Lutheran
church and
esteemed. He resides in Allen
cemetery
at
10.30;
undertaker
F.
town.
W. Shalkop in charge.

Tuesday evening an automobile
collided with a cow on Main street,
in the upper part of this borough.
A boy was driving the animal for
Abram Reiner, of Lower Provi
dence, when Guy Miller of Trappe,
accompanied by Raymond Saylor,
also of Trappe, came rushing along
with his auto, minus lighted lamps.
If the boy had not moved more
quickly than the cow, he too would
have been struck. The force of the
collision threw Saylor out of the
automobile. He was seriously in
jured about the head. Miller was
also injured, but not seriously. The
machine was damaged to the extent
of about $150. As far as can be
learned the cow withstood the shock
and is still moving about on all
fours. The wonder is that there
are not more auto collisions on Main any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
to A. A. Chisholm, of Treadwell, N. Y., now.
street—lawns and houses included. by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Frightful Fate Averted.
“I would have been a cripple for life from
a terrible cut on my knes cap,” writes Frank
Dieberry, Melliher, Minn., “ without Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, which soon cured me.”
Infallible for wounds, cuts, and bruises, it
soon cures Burns, Scalds, Old Sores, Boils.
Skin Eruptions. World’s best for Piles. 85
cents at J. W. Culbert’s drug store, College
ville, and at M, T. Hunsicker’s store, Ironbridge.

PERSO NAL.

Elmer E. J. Burns has rented the
J. L. Paist property, this borough,
and with his family will take
possession of their new home in the
near future. Mr. A. C. Freed,
President of the Steam Heater Com
pany, and family, will occupy the
house to be vacated by Mr. Burns
and family.

The four Italians, Frank Chickarine, John Ballon, Felix Faire,
Mick Marengo, who are charged
with the murder of George Johnson,
were brought into court at Norris
town at two o’clock Thursday after
noon and theGrand Jury then retired
to consider the indictments. At Ladies of Press League E n terta in e d .
2.40 the Grand Jury returned a true
Last Saturday quite a number of
bill against all of the defendants. the ladies of the Press League of
Chickarine was the only one of the Montgomery and Bucks counties
quartet to display any nervousness. were entertained at Montview-onthe-Perkiomen, near Areola, by
Abandoned In fa n t.
Mrs. J. Crawford Johnson, of Nor
Detective O’Connor has arrested ristown; Mrs. E. S. Moser, of
Mrs. Carrie Heibeck, at Lebanon, Collegeville, and Mrs. Francis
charged with abandoning her three Hocker, of Germantown. So far as
months old infant and leaving it at the scribe was competent to judge,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas the ladies enjoyed themselves very
Bailey, at Pottstown. The child much.
was deserted by her mother about
two weeks ago. The mother said Synod on Record on Divorce Q ues
tion.
she was going to Easton to visit a
At sixty-eighth annual session of
relative when she left the child there,
but since nothing was heard of her the Eastern Pennsylvania Synod of
the Evangelical Lutheran church in
until she was caught at Lebonon.
Philadelphia last week, thefollowing
resolution was unanimously passed:
Prof. B riggs W ill Talk.
Prof. J. S. Briggs has arranged to “ No minister shall perform the mar
meet farmers and fruit growers at riage ceremony for a divorced per
Dunu’s hall, Graterford on Friday son whose divorced husband or wife
evening, October 15, at 8 o’clock, is still living, except for the innocent
and in the Mount Clare schoolhouse party in a divorce granted on
on Friday evening, October 22, at Scriptural grounds or such extreme
the same hour. At Graterford Prof.* cruelty as may be included under
Briggs will speak of “ the apple the same principles, and then only
orchard,” and at Mont Clare of after the lapse of a period of twelve
“orchard pests and their treatment. ” months after the divorce has been
All who are interested should give granted.”
the speaker a rousing reception at
Football.
both places.
In a fiercely played football game
S tu dents Suspended.
on Saturday Ursinus tied with
The entire sophomore class, com Lehigh, 6 to 6. Ursinus out-played
posed of 32 young men, at Muhlen their opponents in the first half and
berg College, Allentown, has been scored a touchdown and goal in
suspended for one month for hazing. easy fashion. Lehigh entered the
Each student in turn refuses to clear second ’ period of play with a
himself or disclose the offenders. stronger line-up and in about five
The-sophs on Friday broke into the minutes also scored six points.
rooms of a lot of freshmen, blind During the remainder of the game
folded them, marched them four Ursinus had Lehigh on the defen
miles into the country, then clipped sive but was not able toagain score.
every vestige of hair from their A number of football enthusiasts
heads and faces. This was because of this borough witnessed the game.
the freshmen had dared infringe The scrub team was defeated in the
on sophs’ rules. It was at first morning, 22 to 0, by Bethlehem
feared that the suspension of the Preparatory School. The teams
sophomores would mean disorder and the rooters returned on a
to the football team; but students special train from Allentown, Sat
who heretofore have refused to go urday evening.
out to practice will join the team
Medico-Chi will be played on the
and make it stronger than ever.
college grounds this Saturday after
noon.
How’s This?
Money Gomes in Bunches
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business trans
actions and financially able to carry out any
obligation made by bis firm.
Waldlng, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot
tle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials
free.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

C re s c e n t L iterary S o ciety."

A regular meetiugof the Crescent
Literary Society will be held in the
Mennonite Schoolhouse, near Yerkes, on Saturday evening, October
16. Program: Recitations-^Kathryn Detwiler, Ernest Zollers, Sadie
Detwiler, Abram Hunsieker; read
ings—Raymond Smith, Vernon Gotwals, Kathryn Jones; vocal solos—
Mrs. Bertha Gerinaria, A. D. Gotwals, Bella Keyser; piano solo—
Virginia Kurtz, Mrs. Charles Jones;
quartette, Mrs. Parsons, Mrs. I. C.
Landes, Mrs. Danehower, Hanna
Ashenfelter; dialogue, Alice Yeager.
Debate — affirmative chief, Susan
Jones; negative chief, Warren Det
wiler.

His reason is well worth reading : “ For a
long time I suffered from indigestion, torpid
liver, constipation, nervousness, and general
debility,” he writes. “I couldn’t sleep, had
no appetite, nor ambition, grew weaker
every day in spite of all medical treatment.
'1hen used Electric Bitters. Twelve bottles
restored all my old time health and vigor.
Now I can attend to business every day. It’s
a wonderful medicine.”
Infallible for
Stomach, Liver, Kidueys, Blood and Nerves.
50c , at J. W. Culqert’s drug stor,e, College
ville, and at M T Hunstcker’s ttore, Ironbridge.

Allen Knerr died of typhoid fever
Thursday at the home of his par
ents at Delphia, aged 20 years. De
ceased was formerly a telegraph
operator at Collegeville station, and
until he became ill with the fever
he boarded with Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Ullman, of this borough. The fun
eral was held on Monday. Inter
ment at Keeler’s cemetery; under
taker Shalkop in charge.
Mrs. Kate Hartranft, aged 77
years, died Sunday at the residence
of her nephew, Frank Saylor, in
Lancaster city. Deceased was a
sister to John D. Saylor, of Trappe,
and Mrs. Wm. Todd, of Norristown.
Services and interment at the Luth
eran church and cemetery, Trappe,
at 12.30 Wednesday.

T he S tate Su nd ay School Convention.

The big Sunday School Conven
tion to be held at Harrisburg, Octo
ber 13, 14 and 15, will without ques
tion bring togethertbe largest gath
ering of Sunday school workers as
sembled in the State. Five differ
ent States have been drawn upon to
furnish speakers for the program.
Thursday, October 14, will be the
big day. The railroads will run
special trains carrying large dele
gations of men who will go with
bands and banners to take part in
a big parade made up entirely of
men belonging to adult Bible
classes. Governor Stuart will be
the guest of honor and address a
mass meeting at night. Friday
afternoon, October 15,' the special
feature will be a parade of children
from the Sunday schools of Harris
burg and vicinity. The convention
has been largely advertised and
every one of the sixty-seven counties
will be well represented. Mont
gomery county is entitled to 40 dele
gates.
W ed d in g B ells.

On Wednesday evening, October
6, Miss Eva Mae, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. H. Moser, and Mr.
John Grennor Dennis were united
in wedlock in St. Mark’s Evan
gelical church, Conshohocken, by
Rev. William F. Bare. A large
number of invited guests witnessed
the cremony. The maid of honor
was Miss Viola Moser, sister of the
bride.
The bridesmaids were
Miss Ethel Righter and Miss Elsie
Grennor, of Roxborougb. It was a
very pretty church wedding. A
reception followed at the home of
the bride’s parents on West Third
avenue. Mr. and Mrs. Dennis will
continue to reside in Conshohocken.
On Wednesday afternoon,October
6, at the home of the bride’s father
in Paterson, N. J., Miss Ida E.
Whiting and Horace C. Brunner,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Brun
ner of Trappe, were united in
matrimony by Rev. A. N. Smith, in
the presence of only the relatives
of the contracting parties. The
ceremony was performed beneath a
bower of autumnal foliage. Miss
Anna-Brunner, sister of the groom,
was bridesmaid.
At six o'clock Wednesday even
ing, at the home of the bride, near
Pottstown, Miss Cora Rebecca Rahn
was united in matricbony to Jacob
G. Royer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Royer of Norristown. Rev.
L. K. Evans, D. D., performed the
ceremony in the presence of about
60 invited guests. Upon their re
turn from their wedding trip to
Buffalo and other places, Mr. and
Mrs. Royer will reside in Norris
town. Mr. Royer'is in the employ
of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com
pany, in a clerical capacity.
C o u rt M a tte rs .

S a n ita riu m

D edicated.

The Jewish Sanitarium, near
Eagleville, was depicated with ap
propriate ceremonies in the pres
ence of several hundred people.
Julius C. Levi, chairman of the
Dedication Committee, told of the
inception of the movement that had
resulted in the creation of the sani
tarium, and emphasized the fact
that the Philadelphia Jewish Sani
tarium for Consumptives would be
instrumental in assisting Doctor
Flick and his co-laborers in the
fight being waged against the great
plague. Ralph Blum, of the State
Board of Charities, spoke most ap
preciatively and hopefully of the
sanitarium and the grand work it
was destined to accomplish. The
other speakers were Jacob Gimbel,
President of the Federation of Jew
ish Charities; Dr. Joseph S. Neff,
Director of Public Health, of Phila
delphia; -Judge A. S. Swartz, of
Norristown; Samuel W. Latimore,
Burgess of Norristown; Judge
Kinsey, of Philadelphia; J. B. Larzelere, District Attorney of Mont
gomery county, and Congressman
J. Hampton Moore.
Donations
amounting to $6100 were made by
Norristown and Philadelphia Jews
toward the enlargement of the in
stitution.
For its maintenance
nearly $2200 was collected fn a novel
way. Keys to the various build
ings and departments were sold at
prices ranging from $300 to $25.
They went to the highest bidder.
One hundred trees will be planted
around the grounds, and many per
sons increased the maintenance
fund by agreeing to pay $10 for a
tree. In the sanitarium a number
of patients are already being cared
for. The institution is for the poor,
no charge being asked for or al
lowed; and, while it is supported
by the -Hebrews, the sanitarium is
strictly non-sectarian.

In court Saturday morning Judge
Swartz sentenced Mary Yoblouski,
of West Conshohocken, who was
found guilty of murder in the second
degree, for the killing of her infant
child, to twenty years in the county
prison. This is the maximum sent
ence. For good behavior the sent
ence will be reduced to twelve
years and four months. The Dis
trict Attorney announced that there
will be three weeks of criminal
court at the December term. This
is due to the trial of the four men
charged with the murder of farmer
Johnson, and the fact that 34 cases
were continued from this term to
December term. Seventy-nine cases
were disposed of at this term.
H. W. Detwiler was sentenced to
pay $4 a week to the support of his
wife and child. The man is in Pottjstown and the woman is in Boyertown. He objected to his motherin-law and sister-in-law visiting
him.
George W. Smith, of Pottstown,
was given an order to pay$3 a week
to his aged father.
Arthur Roland, a Greenlane hotel
keeper, was ordered to pay $4 a
week to his wife.
Francis Yellin, of Greenlane, was
directed to pay $5a week tobis wife.
1 George Snyder, arson at Three
Tuns, from 3 to 12 years in the
Penitentiary.
The Grand Jury found 151 in
mates at the jail; recommended that
crushing of stone at the County
Home be done by inmates and also
more fire hose be provided; fire es
capes for the House of Detention;
more filing cases for Register of
Wills’ office; better ventilation of
Court House; imposing costs on Jus
tices in trivial cases.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC,
Item s F rom T ra p p e .

E v a n s b u rg

and

V ic in ity .

The installation of ’phones of the
United Telephone Company in this
borough is hailed with much satis
faction.
' Mr. and Mrs. Ira Asbenfelter, of
Philadelphia, were the guests of
-Mr. and Mrs. J. Harvey Thomas,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Benner and
son, of Sumneytown, and Lucinda
Benner, of Pennsburg, were_ the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Bertolet, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Williard
and daughter were entertained by
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Williard, Sun
day. • *
There will be no evening service
at the Lutheran church next Sun
day.
/
Rev. W. fc>, Fegely will attend the
semi-annual meeting of the Norris
town Conference of Lutheran
churches at Tinicum, Bucks county,
next Monday and Tuesday.
Mrs. B. F. Schlicbter is suffer
ing with rheumatism of the eyes and
is receiving treatment at the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania Hospital,
Philadelphia.
Miss Sadie Bowers is visiting her
uncle, Daniel B. Harley, at Eliza
bethtown.
The condition of Charles H.Tyson,
who suffered an attack of paralysis
last week, indicates but little
change.
Melvin Allebach has purchased
the property known as the David
Reiner farm of J. L. B. Miller, on
private terms.
*

Mrs. Joseph McGee and Mrs.
Beaver, from Roxborougb, spent
Thursday of last week with Mrs. D.
M. Casselberry.
The Bell Telephone Company
have erected several new poles in
the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Hurst, of
Des Moines, Iowa, and Miss Mary
Barker, of Chester, spent Sunday
and Monday with their brother,
Alfamus Barker.
Mr. Emma Elliot and Eva Ellis
have been visiting friends in Phila
delphia the past week.
Isaiah Detwiler spent Tuesday at
home.
Mrs. Wm. Wanner lost four one
dollar notes on her way home from
Feuton’s sale, last Thursday.
The Evansburg baseball team de
feated Skippack on Saturday 9 to 8.
On Sunday Evansburg lost to
Areola, 17 to 12.
If the Evansburg boys who have
been raiding truck' patches, steal
ing cantaloupes and watermelons
and nuts just over the line in Skippack, keep up their depredations a
ltttle longer they will get what they
deserve, as it is said that several
guns are kept loaded for their bene
fit.
Alice, the 7-year-old daughter of
the late John Umstead who died
recently of typhoid fever in Read
ing, is ill with typhoid fever at the
home of her grandparents, Mr and
Mrs. Harry Tyson, of Providence
Square, where two of her sisters
are down with the same disease.

J o ttin g s F rom L im erick.

FROM OAKS.

Ella Kramer has taken possession
of a part of John Trumbauer’s
house.
New first floor joists have been
placed in the house occupied by B.
F. Schlicbter and family,
A cement block wall is being
built in front of the Mingo Dunkard
meetinghouse.
B. Frank Swartley purchased the
Stearly farm of 58 acres at public
sale, Saturday, for$4,200.
Miss Marion Baley, of Royersford spent Monday with Miss Edna
Kline.
Miss Emma Porr spent Thursday
in Potts town.'
Mrs. Harry Sterner and children,
of Collegeville, are spending the
week with' her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Keyser, of
Trappe, were the guests of Mrs.
Ann B. Fry, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Bertolet and
daughter, of Frederick, were en
tertained by Mr. and Mrs. Wm. L.
Gaugler, Sunday.
Harvey Linderman attended the
auto race at Fairmount Park, Sat
urday.
Mrs. John Sullivan has returned
to her home at Lehighton.
Eugene Strohl,,of Pottstown, was
here Monday.
The Limerick Athletic Associa
tion has been permanently organized
by the election of Dr. W. H. Knipe,
president; F. C. Poley, vice-presi
dent; H. N.‘ Graber, secretary; B.
F. Swartley, treasurer. The object
of the Association is to promote
field sports, principally baseball.
A strong team of ball players will
be engaged for the season of 1910.
May success attend the laudable
efforts of the Association.

There will be held; we under
stand, a convocation of the several
Episcopal churches in. Montgomery
county on Thursday, October 28, at
St. Paul’s. The program of speak
ers will be announced later.
Master Dambly, the Misses Dambly, Miss Rosenberry and Miss
Hunsberger, chaperoned by the
editor of the Transcript, visited
Valley Forge park, Friday.
The revision of the tariff outward,
inward, upward, downward, for
ward, backward, and awkward, will
not be without its results when
Congress meets again. Whether
the tariff has any affect on the
weather, there’s a tariff on every
thing else; its a dry old problem at
best.
The North Pole controversy has
been cooked to peariefection. Dr.
Cook made a dash for the Pole and
now he is making a dash for the
lecture platform, and that is a deadner on Peary.
Secretary Knox presented Col. A.
II. Bowen, Superintendent of Val
ley Forge Park, with the muster
role of Knox’s Artillery while en
camped here at Valley Forge, dated
1778. General Knox was chief of
artillery to General Washington
during the Revolutionarj' war and
his guns were parked on the camp
road near the old schoolhouse in the
park.
We heard a man say be lived in a
bouse that bad not been painted for
eighty years. Well, if we were
consulted as to the kind of paint to
renew the looks of the house, we
would advise Pain paint, as it is
aged, you know. Paint and putty
are regular deceivers.
Four cannons have been placed at
the eastern or Port Kennedy en
trance to Valley Forge park, near
where General Muhlenberg’s troops
were stationed. We have dubbed
it Battery Muhlenberg in honor of
the Fighting Parson.
The voter at this coming election
will be up against it sure; as there
are several amendments to be voted
for. Each amendment stands by it
self. Voting a straight party ticket
does not vote for or against the
amendments, and there will be con
siderable marking if you want to
vote for or against the amendments.
So stop, look, and think, before
voting.
Six murderers in the Montgomery
county jail is a remarkable showing
of depravity or a degeneration in
the human race.
Mrs. Joseph Hendersbott and
daughter, of Wildwood, N. J., are
visiting Mrs. Hendershott’s mother,
Mrs. Mary Ellis.
Warren Detwiler, son of Mr. and
Mrs.-M. V. Detwiler, was married
to Miss Alice White of Phoenixville.
Many happy days is our wish.
‘ Mrs. Benner, of New York city,
visited Mr. and Mrs. M. V. Det
wiler, Wednesday. Mrs. Benner is
related to Mrs. Detvviler.
A. J. Brower is preparing to
build a house on Brower avenue,
near the station, at Perkiomen.
The grand old man, Bishop Whit
aker, ' the honored and venerated
Diocean, forty years a bishop, vis
ited Saint Paul’s Sunday, as noted
in the I ndependent of last week’s
issue. He confirmed a large class.
Miss Jenny Gotwalts and Miss
Flora Rupert sang a . duet. This
may be the last visit of the Bishop
here, as he is well along in years.
Wednesday marked the 40th anni
versary of the consecration of the

Iro n b rid g e E ch o es.
The S. L. L. S. will hold its bi
weekly meeting Thursday evening,
October 21. A «good program will
be rendered. All are welcome.
Miss Florence Hunsicker enter
tained over Sunday Miss Gertrude
Kuhn of Mont Clare.
Mr. Wm. Bechtel, of Norristown,
spent Saturday and Sunday with
his parents.
Miss May Hunsicker entertained
a number of friends on Saturday
evening.
Mrs. Wm. Nace spent Monday in
Philadelphia.
W. B. Asbenfelter, of Philadel
phia, spent Saturday and Sunday
with his parents.
Its a Top Noteh Doer,
Great deeds compel regard. The
crowns its doers. That’s why the Am
people have crowned Dr. King’s Nev
covery the King of Throat and Lung
dies. Every atom is a health force. I
germs, and colds and la grippe vault
heals cough-racked membranes and c
ln6 stops. Sore, inflamed bronchial
and lungs are cured and hemorrhages
in. Geo. More, Black Jack, N. C„ v
it cured tne of lung trouble, prono
hopeless by all doctors.” 50c. and
inal bottle free. Guaranteed by J. W
h®rt, druggist, Collegeville, and by
Hunsicker, Ironbridge.

venerable man as Bishop; conse
crated in New York by Bishops
Mcllvaine, Eastburn, Horatio Potter
and Joseph Talbot, in St. George’s
church.
That was one on the old man,
Saturday, when he boarded the ex
press train at Perkiomen, thinking
it to be an accommodation train,
and our ticket called for Betzwood.
We met our old friend Caleb Cresson, Jr., as we do not see him very
often of late as he rides to and from
Philadelphia in his automobile, and
in our coo versation the train came
along. We got op, but didn’t get
off until we arrived at Franklin
avenue, and you could have bought
us for less than a Lincoln penny
when the conductor, informed us
this train don’t stop at Betzwood.
To be sure we couldn’t get off.
Train was going too fast. Trans
portation back to Betzwood was se
cured, and we were not out, only
out at Franklin avenue instead of
Betzwood. It was well worth the
trick to get into good entertaining
company, even though our mind
was considerably perturbed over
the loss to the State of our services.
Our conscience is not wholly castiron and did not smite us a very
great deal. The only regret, the
ride terminated at Franklin avenue.
On our return we noticed large
fields of lima beans and acres of
celery at Port Indian. A regular
truck farm at that point. Suppose
the station was named after the
creek, Indian creek, and as it was a
port when the river was navigated
only with flat boats, which touched
there, the railroad company called
it Port Indian.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Famous
and daughters went to Philadelphia
to visit an aunt who has been sick.
Mr. Famous is just over the line of
the new election district and must
go to Mont Clare to vote. Ben
would rather come to Oaks than go
to another place to vote, as his in
terests have been identified with
Oaks.
*
Mr. Edward W. Hocker is manag
ing editor of the Germantown Inde
pendent Gazette, an eight-page
paper full of news. Mr. Hocker
was at one time editor of Town and
Country, Pennsburg. May success
attend you.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Dettra
went to Trenton, N. J., Saturday,
and will extend their visit to Hopewell and call on Mr. and Mrs. How
ard Dilts.
Don’t forget the oyster supper to
be given by the Oaks Firemen in
their hall this Saturday evening,
the 16th.
Mr. Cresson, Jr., came through
the park the other day in his auto
mobile, a lady with him; passed the
time of day and said I have my girl
with me. We rushed out to see his
girl, and behold! it was his mother.
She was his best girl, ineed; a bet
ter one he’ll never find the wide
world over. Stick to your mother,
boy, is good advice.
Mrs. Harry Thomas and son of
Philadelphia visited Mrs. Mary
Ellis, Sunday.
District Attorney Rotan, of Phila
delphia, visited Valley Forge park
on Sunday.

PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.
T h e Latest Closing Prices For Produce
and Live Stock.

PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm;
winter low grades, $4.15@4.40; winter
clear, $4.50@4.75; city mills, fancy,
$5.75@6.
RYE FLOUR steady; per barrel,
$4.15@4.35.
WHEAT steady; No. 2 red, $1.13@
1.14.
CORN quiet; No. 2 yellow, local,
68V4@69c.
OATS steady; No. 2 white, 45 @
45V4 c.; low' • grades, 44c.
POULTRx: Live steady; hens, 14
@15c.; old roosters, 11c. Dressed firm;
choice fowls, 16c.; old roosters, 12c.
BUTTER firm; extra creamery, 34c.
EGOS firm; selected, 29@31c.; near
by, 27c.; western, 27c.
POTATOES steady, at 68@70c. per
bushel.
Live Stock Markets.

jp iJB I.lt' SALE OF
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T ^ O T IC E .
JLn The annual meeting and election of
the Trooper Heights Building and Loan
Association will be held on Monday even
ing, November 1, 1909, at 7 o’clock, at the
rooms of the Association at Trooper
Heights, for the election of officers and
directors of the Association for the ensu
ing year.
M. B. LINDERMAN,
Secretary.
N. B.—A new and third series will be
started at this time, and every one is
asked to consider the importance of be
coming a member of this Association. A
great savings and profitable institution.
ALE OF POTATOES.
I will sell a carload of potatoes at
private sale on MONDAY, OCTOBER 18,
at Collegeville station. Prices: 85 cents
per bushel. In 10-bushel lots, or more, 80
cents per bushel.
10-14.
F. G. FUHRMAN.

S

TRAYED OR STOLEN
S
Froin a field, near Evansburg, Satur
day night, October 9, a seal brown mare
about 9 years old, with lump on right
hind foot. Any information leading to
the recovery of animal will be paid for.
D. H. CASSELBERRY,
10-14.
Lower Providence, Pa.

.
After October 1, dwelling house, near
F
Perkiomen bridge. Good location. Ap
or rent

ply to
9-12.

J. P. ROBISON,
Collegeville, Pa.

AND PERSONAL PROPERTY 1
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
DAY, OCTOBER 16, 1909, on the premises
of the late Susan Ashenfelter, deceased, in
the borough of Collegeville, the real estate
and personal property of said decedent, as
follows: A lot of land fronting on Park
avenue. The improvements are a
brick house with 9 rooms and
hall, front and rear porch; well
of water and cistern under cover
near door. Frame stable two stories
high; other necessary outbuildings. All
the buildings are in good order and com
paratively new. Plenty of fruit trees and
vines in prime of bearing. This is a very
desirable and substantial property, one
that should receive the special attention
of bomeseekers.
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Beds and
bedding, bureau, old style case of drawers,
quilts and comforts, new parlor suit, 30
yards new Brussels carpet, 60 yards rag
carpet, oil cloth; rocking, cane-seat, and
other chairs, table, a fine old high clock
about a century old, the dial showing
moon’s phases. This old relic is in excel
lent condition. Old cherry corner cup
board, in excellent condition; looking
glasses, dishes, knives and forks, parlor
stove, cook stove, iron kettle, boilers and
kettles, fruit jars, tubs and buckets, saw,
axe, shovel, lawn mower, and many arti
cles not enumerated-and all to be sold to
settle up estate Sale at 1 o’clock. Con
ditions by
W. J. ASHENFELTER,
JOHN ASHENFELTER,
Administrators.
L. H. Ingram, Auctioneer.

Crated and Fat on Board Cars*
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Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY,
OCTOBER 18, 1909, at Beckman’s hotel,
Trappe, 25 extra good fresh cows and 75
hogs and shoats. Gentlemen, this stock
is as good as any I have shipped this year
and is worthy of your attention, if you
need good stock. Remember date—Mon
day, October 18, 1909, at 2 o’clock p. m.
Conditions by
GEO. W. SEANOR.
W, Pierson, auct. A. T. Allebach, clerk.
jpUBUlU SALE OF

FRESH COWS!

Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, OCTOBER 14, 1909, at the residence
of Harry Cassel, quite near Perkiomen
Bridge, the following personal property:
Solid walnut writing desk, clothes chest,
large trunk, 8 walnut wasbstands, floor
cloth, pillows, bolsters, bedsteads and
bedding, rocking and other chairs, curtain
poles and fixtures, table, dishes, glass
ware and tinware in variety; 2 looking
glasses, pictures and fraqaes, lamps, dishes,
etc.; parlor Beauty heater, set of hand
made nickel harness, nearly new, and many
other articles not mentioned, all belong
ing to Mrs. A. Gottshalk. Also a t the
same time, at Robison’s store, 6 cots,. 6
oak dining-room chairs, extension table,
stand, 2 lamps, commode, looking glass,
square table, 5-gallon oil can, tub, buck
ets, shades, garden rake, bracket lamp, 2
lot wagons, stick-seat buggy, grain drill,
harness, sewing machine, camp stools,
hammock, and many other articles be
longing to H. H. Robison. Also incu
bator and brooder; 30-gal. fanners’ boiler,
good as new; No 8 beater, iron vise,
forks, shovels, hoes, 150 flower pots. Sale
a t one o’clock. Conditions, cash.
L. H. IHGRAM, Auctioneer.
(JBLI4J KALE O F
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Personal Property!
Will be sold a t public sale on THURS
DAY, OCTOBER 21, 1909, on the premises
of the undersigned in the borough of
Trappe, the following articles: Othello
range No. 7, good as new, with pipe; par
lor stove, sewing machine, settee, large
sofa, dining table, 2 other tables, cup
board, bedstead, 2 other beds, 2 bureaus,
stand, 2 fancy rockers, chairs, tubs, buck
ets, spinning wheel and reel, wooden
dishes, old china dinner set 100 years old,
old gilt band dinner set 75 years old, old
dishes and glassware, 1 dozen knives and
forks, pans, boilers, stew kettles, feather
beds, 2 woolen coverlets 100 years old, lot
of home-made li,nen goods, buffalo robe as
good as new, carpet,' Freed’s lard and
sausage press, half-barrel copper kettle,
buggy, cutting box, log chain, lot of bags,
pick, shovels and forks, half-bushel and
bait-peck measures, post auger, carpenter
tools, crosscut and otber saws, butcher
saw and cleaver, hoebarrow, rope and
pulley, old Iron kettle, and many other
articles not mentioned. Sale at 1 o’clock
p. m. Conditions, cash.
ANNIE ESPENSHIP.
L.H. Ingram, auct J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
IUBLIC SALK OF

Personal P roperty!
Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 22, 1909, a" H. L. Porr’s
hotel, Limerick Square, the following
personal property: Four horses: No. 1,
bay mare, works anywhere. No.
fM HL.2, sorrel horse 12 years old, good
jJ^^w w orker. No. 3, gray mare,"8 yrs.
old, good driver and worker. No.
4, bay mare, 5 years old, fine driver.
Double-seated surrey, 4 fallingtop carri
ages in good shape, 2 runabout wagons,
express wagon, nearly new; lot wagon, 3
sleighs, light carriage tongue, dirt cart,
4 sets light carriage harness, double set
light carriage harness, Used only twice;
set cart harness, double and single lines,
collars, lot headhalters, etc.; lot of cow
and other chains, lot of horse and stable
blankets, lap covers, buckets, manure and
-other forks, curry combs and brushes,
iron vise, office stove, 2 double beaters, 4
gallons red paint, cot, bureau, 2 extension
tables—one solid walnut; kitchen cabinet,
6 bigb-back oak dining-room chairs, 4
rockers, lot of other chairs, six lamps,
Morris chair, 3 bedroom suits, one oak;
4 mattresses, feather bed, roll of matting,
and numerous articles not here mentioned.
Sale a t 1 o’clock. Conditions by
L. HIMES.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.

Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
OCTOBER 18, 1909, a t the Sunnyside
Stock Farm, Trooper, Pa., one carload of
fresh cows and a few springers direct from
Clarion county, Pa. These cows have
been carefully selected; they have good
shape, good size, and have the qualities
for milk and butter production, and are
well worthy the attention of farmers and
dairymen: Sale at 1.30 p. m. Conditions
by
JOS. T. HALLMAN.
David Kratz, auct. J. J. Hartman, clerk.

P
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30 Fresh Cows
AND 150 SHOATS !

Will be sold at public sale on TUES
DAY, OCTOBER 26, 1909, at Longaker’s
Limerick Centre Hotel, oue full carload of
fresh cows from Franklin county, as good
as any ever shipped to Limerick Centre,
and one full carload of hogs, shoats and
pigs, aDd a few choice cows. I have per
sonally selected all this stock and I know
you will be pleased with the floe cows and
thrifty shoats-you will have a chance to
bid at and buy. The shoats are from In
diana county. Sale a t 1.30. Conditions
by
J. D. McKALIP.
F. H. Peterman, auot.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.
j p U B L I C KALE OF

Choice C orn!
Will be sold a t public sale on SATU RDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1909, a t my residence
opposite Fernwood cemetery, % mile
north of Royersford, 1500 shocks of choice
corn, by the shock. Gentlemen, by a t
tending this sale, you will be convinced
you have seen no better corn grown this
season. It is the pure Golden Dent, from
seed I received from my brother in Kansas.
Your opportunity to get the best seed
corn is right here. It was cut by machine,
is tied in small bundles, and is convenient
to handle. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions
bv
- B. P. KERN.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
W. Driebelbis, clerk.
ANTED.
W
A low priced farm. Address
10-7-3t.
P. O. BOX 15, Collegeville, Pa.
ORK BUTCHERING.
P
Beginning October 8, I
pork, sausage, scrapple, etc.,

will serve
to mv pa
trons in Trappe, Collegeville, and vicinity.
10-7.
IRWIN WEIKEL.

F

ir e t a x n o t ic e

.

The members of the Perkiomen Val
ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of
Montgomery county are hereby notified
that a tax was levied qn August 16, 1909,
of $1.50 on each one thousand dollars for
which they are insured, to pay losses sus
tained. Payments will be made to the
collector or to the Secretary a t bis office
in Collegeville.
Extract from Charter: If any member of
the Company shall refuse or neglect to
pay his or her assessment within 40 days
after the publication of the same, 30 per
cent, of the assessment will be added,
thereto, and if payment be delayed for 50days longer, then his, her, or their policy
shall have become suspended tintil pay
ment shall have been made.
The 40 days’ time for the payment of
said tax will date from September 9, 1909..
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
.
The undersigned Bondholders’ Com
F
mittee of the Montgomery County Rapid
in a l n o t ic e

F

F

As a consequence o f remov
ing many coal ranges from
kitchens, th a t a re being
equipped for cooking with
gas -throughout the year, we
have a large num ber o f eoal
ranges on hand th a t we are
offering a t exceedingly low
prices. We have them with
and without circulating boil
ers. Among them a re the fol
lowing well-known m ak es:—
Spear, Active Fortune, Excel
sior, Defender, Ivy Canopy,
and so fortk.

FRESH COWS!
LOT OF HOGS AND SHOATS 1

W

F

A S GOOD A S N E W .

J3UBLIC KALE OF

Transit Company, having deposited with
it a majority of the bonds in the hands of
bona fide holders, hereby give notice to
such bondholders who nave not yet de
posited their holdings, that it will refuse
.to receive any other deposit after the 20th
day of October, 1909. All bondholders are
again urged to make deposit with the
Committee without further delay, in or
der to share any benefit in the reorgani
zation of the Company. Daniel M. An
ders, Norristown, Pa. John F. Lederacb,
Lederachville, Pa. Alvin C. Alderfer,
Harleysville, Pa. Henry E. Ebersole, Mt.
Joy, Pa. Thomas H. Carter, Plymouth,
o r kale.
Pa. Nicholas H. Larzelere, Counsel, Nor
20,000 Slag Blocks, second-hand but ristown, Pa.
or rent.
10-7.
Neat 4-room dwelling, stable, etc., in good condition.
FILBERT PAVING CO.,, '
with
acres of land and excellent spring
903 Pennsylvania Building, Phlla., Pa.
of water, in the borough of Collegeville.
Also 3-acre property with 6-room dwell
ing, stable,'considerable fruit, near Ironbridge. These properties will be rented
or kale.
Who have the largest Tailor Shop
on very reasonable terms to satisfactory
Twenty-six second-hand school desks.
parties.
in Norristown,
Apply to W. P. FENTON, Secretary,
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
9-2.
Collegeville, Pa.
---- HAVE OPENED A -----Peoples’ National Bank Building,
9-30.
Norristown, Pa.

F

anges

Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, OCTOBER 14, 1909, at Porr’s hotel,
Limerick, one carload of fresh cows direct
from Virginia. These cows are a choice
lot of good ones, the best I have ever
shipped from Virginia, so don’t miss this
opportunity, farmers and dairymen. Also
4 feeding bulls. Sale at 1.30. Conditions
by
JONAS P. FISHER.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.

I BI.K SALE OF
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PITTSBURG (Union Stock Y ards)CATTLE slow; choice, $6.55®7.
SHEEP steady; lambs lower; prime
wethers, %i S0@4.75‘; culls and com
or rent.
mon, $1.50®!; lambs, $4.50@7.15; veal
At very low rental a wheelwright
calves, $9®'.25.
and blacksmith shop, old established
HOGS lo er; prime heavies, $8.10 stand, prominently located. Address
@8.15; m. Hums, $8@8.05; heavy (8-26) CALL BOX No. 2, Collegeville, Pa.
Yorkers, $7.?0@8; light Yorkers, $7.40
ANTED.
@7.65; pigs, $6.75@7.25; roughs, $6.50
A girl or woman to do general
@7-50.____________________________
housework. Three in the family. Apply
or rent.
to
DR. S. D. CORNISH,
Store, post office, and coal yard, at
9-23.
Collegeville, Pa.
Areola. Apply to
9-23.
I. P. WILLIAMS, Areola, Pa.

Coal R

Virginia Cows!

R EA L ESTA TE

Personal Property!
Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES
DAY, OCTOBER 20, 1909, on the premises
of the late David H. Allebach, deceased,
in the borough of Collegeville, the personal
property belonging to the estate of said
decedent, as follows: TWO HORSES :—
No. 1, bay horse, 12 years old, fearless of
trolley cars and automobiles; will work
on tread power, and a good allaround horse. No. 2, bay horse,
years old, fearless of trolley
cars and automobiles; good 4&T3&
driver and work horse, can’t p u tJ E jL
him wrong. TWO COWS, one fresh by
day of sale. 2 fat hogs, lot of shoats;
chickens, young and old, by the pound.
Double-seated family carriage, fallingtop buggy — steel tires; express wagon
with 3 springs ; Farmers’ Favorite
drill, with phosphate attachment; dear
born wagon (with tongue and shaft), will
carry one ton; heavy broadwheel wagon,
heavy farm cart, set of 16 ft. ladders, Syr
acuse lever spike harrow, 60 teeth; Wood
frame springtooth harrow: Milwaukee
chain mower, 4)4 ft. out; Stoddard hay
tedder, Osborne Columbia binder, Osborne
reaj>er, Ironage weeder, Albright 2-horse
cultivator, loose axle; sled marker, 1-horse
hoe harrow, 2 grain cradles, double trees,
single trees, timber and other chains, hay
wagon with bed (borne made), used two
seasons: horse power and Little Giant
No. 3 (Heebner) cleaner; Heebner fodder
cutter No. 3, nearly new; bob sled, with
bed; bag truck, 2 sets block aud fall, 180
feet %-inch hay rope, single spread hay
book, double spread bay book, forks of all
kinds, Wood horse rake, 3 barrels vinegar,
2 Syracuse plows, one 1-borse plow, heavy
wagon with bed, Columbia make; Thomp
son wheelbarrow grass seeder; express
sleigh with tongue and shaft; single sleigh,
land roller, scoop and other shovels, sev
eral 30 qt. milk cans, lot of fruit crates, 2
wheelbarrows, butter churn and scales,
bushel baskets, broadaxe, hogshead, lot of
cow chains, grain bags, 3 sets of single
harness, heavy express harness, 4 sets of
heavy harness, 2 sets double lines, 2 sets
plow lines, 4 heavy collars, 2 sets heavy
fly nets, 4 sets light fly nets, 4 heavy
blindhalters, breast chains and traces, 2
ice saws, 4 Ice. tongs, 5 ice hooks, beef
roller, ropes of all kinds, lot egg crates,
butter boxes, large copper kettle, apple
butter crocks, iron kettle, cornshefler,
wooden chest, green bone cutter, brace
and bits, planes, anvil, 3 feed chests, work
bench with vise, lawn mower, good stable
brush, garden hoes, chicken coops, lot of
wood, Eclipse cook stove No. 8, new
Queen Esther range, old-fashioned kitchen
clock, 6 cane-seat dining-room chairs, 6
rocking chairs, haircloth parlor suit, 7
pieces; bookcase, marbletop stand, parlor
table, 3-light chandelier, piano lamp,
banging hall lamp, hall rack, lot of large
and small pictures, bedroom set, 2 toilet
sets, 2 old-fashioned bedsteads, 2 washstands, kitchen dresser, meat grinder,
sausage staffer, two 8-ft. extension tables,
one nearly new; 2 drop-leaf tables, lot of
apple butter, lot of dishes, cane-seat and
Other chairs, bedding snd quilts, 3 mirrors,
2 porch rockers, about 100 yards rag car
pel, settee and cushions, wash tubs, meat
tub, washing machine, 6 qt. Gem Ice cream
freezer, meat bench, 2 sets double carriage
harness. 5 horse blankets, farmers’ boiler,
and other articles not mentioned. Also
15 shares National Bank of Royersford.
4 shares Nat. Bank of Schwenksville.
15 shares Norristown Trust Company.
15 shares Ridge Avenue Farmers’ Mar
ket Company.
5 shares Spring Garden Farmers’ Mar
ket Company.
Sale to commence at 12.30 sharp. Con
ditions: All sums of $20 and exceeding
that amount, 90 days’ credit, by giving
note with approved endorser; under $20,
.cash.
ELIZABETH H. ALLEBACH,
H. T. ALLEBACH,
At T. ALLEBACH,
L. H. Ingram, auct.
Executors.
(las'J Sale of Bank and Market Stocks
at 4 p. m.

jp U B U I C SA L E OF

Alieva Brothers

F

F

o r m ale.

A four h. p. boiler and engine on one
base. Easy to operate and very economi
cal. It is in good condition and will be
sold'cheap. Apply to
9-23.
GEO. WOELFEL, Yerkes, Pa.

Shop in Collegeville
CIDER MAKING Branch
ABOVE POST - OFFICE,
—AT—

And are now Ready to RENO
VATE CLOTHING IN A
FIRST-CLASS
MANNER.
o r sale
We do altering, repairing, relining,’ clean
The cider-making machinery of large ing, pressing, scouring, French dry clean
A limited number of R. C. Brown
Leghorn cook birds, received direct from capacity a t the Collegeville Mills -will be ing, and steam dyeing, of all kinds of
beyond the Mississippi. $1.50 to $3.0o in operation on
ladies’ and gents’ clothes a t a very reason
each. PARKER’S POULTRY YARDS,
able rate, and guarantee to do first-class
8-12.
Trappe, Pa. TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND work. We also make suits to order, to
the very latest style. Goods -edited fbr
and delivered.
THURSDAY
o r sale.
Thirteen acres of woodland in Lim
erick township. For information address of every week from now until the close of
9-16.
BOX 100, Skippack, Pa.
the season. Prompt and effective service.
P. O. Box, 30. Bell ’Phone, No. 26-A.

COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.

F

F

ALLEVA BROTHERS, Collegeville, Pa.

4

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY,

LOVERS' LEAP,
A Lesson In Matchmaking That
Brought Double Results.
By NELLIE CRAVEY GILLMORE.
[Copyright, 1909, by A ssociated L ite rary
Press. J

Miss Drusilla looked shrewdly across
the reading table at Colonel Weyman.
He gave no outward Indication of hav
ing foolishly lost his passage, and the
ominous clattering of scissors on the
bare mahogany opposite caused him to
glance up with an ostentatious display
of surprise.
Miss Drusilla proceeded to divest
herself of needle, thimble and yarn be
fore framing her opening words with
cool deliberation. “It appears to me,
John, that the time for clinching mat
ters between these young people is
Just about ripe.”
Colonel Weyman received this an
nouncement with a beaming .face. “Ex
actly, Drusilla. I was thinking about
putting a bug In the young scamp’s
ear no later than this very morning.
You do the same in regard to Penel
ope. We’ll just drop them a hint or
two concerning our wishes in the mat
ter; give them to understand that their
union is a thing th at was planned in
their cradles;, point out the various advantages that will accrue”—
Miss Drusilla broke in with a dis
dainful sniff and a quick toss of her
silvering curls. “Good gracious, John
Weyman!' Do you want to ruin every
thing? Listen to me. There’s but one

1 DEAL IN DIAMONDS

However, I prefer to have my niece a
little more circumspect and dignified.
I t is not always well to allow oneself
too much intimacy with any—stranger.
Remember, girls of your station are ex
pected t o submit with all grace and du The True Story of an Ingenious
tifulness to the arrangements which
Swindle In London.
have been made for them by their
guardians—matrimonial particularly.
Let there be no foolishness, Penelope.”
A CLEVERLY WORKED GAME
*
* - *
*
*
*
*
• “But. father, am I not twenty-one
years of age?”
“Twenty-two, to be more exact,
young fellow. But remember also that
I am forty-four and you are still in col
lege. Penelope is a mere baby. She
ought to be in school herself in short
frocks. Recollect th at you have a repu
tation to make in your profession; that
you cannot afford to throw away your
opportunities in any such absurd fash
ion, so don’t fritter away your time
over sentimental nonsense.”
Young Weyman was silent a moment
trying to down the vehement words
th at struggled to his lips. His face
was flushed, and his eyes belied the
calmness of the tone in which he re
plied:
"I have always respected your opin
ion, father, in everything, but in this
case I fear th at I cannot abide by i t
There is one thing which is every
man’s privilege—the choice of his wife;
consequently I mean to offer myself
to Penelope this very evening.”
“And if she refuses—if she is already
betrothed to some one else?”
“Impossible! That is”—
The colonel smiled broadly. But his
head was turned away. When he look
ed back again his face was decidedly
stern. “I t isn’t always safe to be too
sure of anything, my boy, especially
anything of the feminine gender. Give
her half a chance—say a couple of
years—to change her mind in, and I’m
certain you’ll not regret it.”
Jack bridled. . “Obviously we need
not discuss the question further, sir.
Good morning.” With an angry Jerk
of his head he stalked out of the room,
and a second later Colonel Weyman
was edified by hearing the front gate
slam to with considerable force. He
laughed heartily for a minute or two;
then his face relapsed into sudden se
riousness. “Upon my word,” he mused,
“a fellow ought to be proud to call a
woman like Drusilla his wife. By
Jove, I’ll write a note and ask her to
walk with me to Lovers' leap this
afternoon. I’ve been a blind man for
twenty years, but I’m blamed if I don’t
believe I see light!”*
* . *
•
*
•
•

It Netted an Impecunious Russian No
bleman a Thousand Pounds Sterling,
The Easy Manner In Which Count
Sacha Got Something For Nothing.

FRENCH MARRIAGES.

Assurance
of Safety

All Probable Future Events Arranged
For In Advance.
On the appointed evening I arrived
at the given time, and after an ex
cellent dinner, a t which all members alone should be easily worth the
of both families were present, we re
'charge the
paired to the great drawing room,
where the chairs had been arranged in
a semicircle about two small, round
makes for a Safe Deposit Box. It can
tables. Presently two grave old gen
be used for a number of articles, of
tlemen, the family notaries, who had
which these are only a few:
not been seen to smile during the
Deeds, Bonds, Mortgages, Insurance
whole dinner, took their seats in front
Policies, Wilis, Bank Books, Escrows,
of the tables, and when we were all
Jewelry, etc.
assembled the eider commenced to
Safe Deposit Boxes to rent, $3.00
read a long memoir, which he an
and up a year.
nounced he had compiled with the help
of his colleague. Then, to my utter
amazement, he began to name all the
possessions of the future bride and
bridegroom—so many bonds and mort
gages, so many houses, farms, wood
EeKalb and Main S ts.
lands, prairies, articles of personal
adornment, furniture and jewels; the
w ays'in which they might be used or
disposed of, what would happen In
case no children were born of the
E
E
D
S
.
marriage, in case of death of one or S
the other of the parties. In fact, all
the misfortunes, all the most terrible
and saddest events, had been foreseen, Clover,
and cold chills began running down
Timothy,
my back as I heard each new case
mentioned. I was indignant. I posi
Lawn Grass,
tively revolted. Why were miserable
questions of business allowed to fore
shadow the charming union of these Garden and Flower Seeds
two young people, who had known and
loved each other since childhood and
whose true and pure affection was in
nocent of all monetary Interests? Could
not all have been spared them?
The next day I frankly opened my
OF A L L KINDS.
heart to Jeanne and her mother, ex
plaining the sensations I had. experi
enced the previous evening and say
ing th at in my country, when two per
sons were about to marry, as long as
there was love on both sides and the
man was able to support his wife all
such questions were usually left undlscussed.
They both listened to me somewhat
astonished, and then Mme. de R---- , Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
whose great good sense has always
PAINTS, TOOLS, AND
convinced me, replied smilingly:
MltL SUPPLIES.
“But, my dear, for us marriage Is.
not only the Joining Of two young and
loving hearts. We go further and con N o . 2 0 5 B rid ge S t.,
sider the generations to come, the
PHffiS IX VILL E, PA.
founding of a new family—a home.
As every one knows, the first years Both ’Phones. J. P, STETLER, Manager.
are often the most difficult, and we
therefore take precautions to smooth
the paths of onr children by settling
In their presence all business matters,
once and forever, and arranging things
so that the new life, may develop un
der the best of circumstances.”—Scrib
ATTRACTIONS AT
ner’s Magazine.

Need not be
connected to
Waterworks

Norristown Trust. Co.

Count Sacha Roubletsky was on his
beam ends in London. To the world
he was still a dashing young noble
man, son of an immensely wealthy
Russian prince, but in point of fact
he was financially a t his last gasp.
He wanted a thousand or so for
nothing. That was the problem he de
bated as he sat in his lodging smoking
cigarette after cigarette. At last he
rose with a satisfied smile. Next morn
ing Count Sacha called on Messrs.
Sparkle & Shine, the well known Bond
street jewelers. He explained who he
was and th at he had come to select
some jewelry for his sw eetheart
From the glittering tray he selected
a beautiful stone, price £500. He then
explained that, his remittances being
delayed, he was not in a position to
complete the purchase at the moment
and, in any case, he wished first to
submit the stone to his sweetheart’s
approval.
He added suavely th at as he was un
known to Messrs. Sparkle & Shine he
could not expect them to p art with the
gem without making Inquiries, but
they were at liberty to apply to the
Russian embassy for any information
they desired concerning him. He
would return the following day and,
everything being satisfactory, take the
diamond.
To this the jewelers agreed and, in
quiring at the Russian embassy, were
informed th at Count Sacha was un
questionably the son of a wealthy
prince and that they would probably
be safe in giving him credit for even
more than the amount mentioned.
They did not know at the embassy
that Sacha had been disowned by his
father, and they were agreeable to the
count's own suggestion that a member
of the embassy should attend at the
jeweler’s next day to identify him.
This was done, and Count Sacha re
ceived the diamond. The same day
he called at a big pawnbroker’s and,
D earest Penelope—You m u st m a rry me
im m ediately, and we can ta k e th e 5 mentioning airily that he was in tem
o’clock tra in fo r New York. I t is onlv porary difficulties, pledged the diamond
ru sh in g th in g s about tw elve m onths, but for the small sum of £50.
c ertain events h ave occurred w hich m ake
The next day found Count Sacha
it essential fo r us to ta k e th is step at
again at Messrs. Sparkle & Shine’s.
once. If you love m e enough a n d think
His sweetheart, he said, was enchant
you can tru s t m e to th is e x te n t w rite
back by m essenger a n d don’t fail to say ed with the diamond, but nothing
“ Yes.” D evotedly,
JACK.
would satisfy her now but that she
D ear, D e ar J a c k —It shall be ju s t a s you should have another diamond abso
say. I will m arry you w h e n e v e r. and lutely matching the first.
w herever you wish. I have been w o rrie d '
The jewelers explained that to match
to d e a th all day. A u n t D rusilla h a s been
h in tin g a bout some so rt of m atrim onial such a stone would be a m atter of
"IT ISN’T ALWAYS SAFE TO BE SURE 0 7
a rra n g e m e n t for me a n d saying just great difficulty and the price of the
ANYTHING.”
dread fu l th in g s all around. Of course I
second gem would be enormously in
love you. Jack, and am w illing to tru st
course to pursue if we expect to suc you
to th e ends of a ll creation. Your creased—in short, for such a pair of
ceed in our pet scheme.”
own
PEN ELO PE.
twin diamonds they would have to
“Well?” The colonel glanced up beOdd Fellows’ Hall
At breakfast the following morning charge £3,000. Count Sacha shrugged
wilderingly and with a sort of meek Miss Drusilla opened a flabby yellow his shoulders. The price was stiff, but
deference into the animated face of envelope and read:
Grocery.
he could deny his sweetheart nothing.
his companion.
W e w ere m arried la s t nig h t a t m y cous Would Messrs. Sparkle & Shine please i
Miss Drusilla lifted her dainty, in’s. A m essage of forgiveness and your at once set about procuring the second
porcelain-like fingers and marked off blessing will reach u s a t th e G uests, New diamond?
J. W.
Try Our Ceifees,
her sentences upon them in a clear, Y ork city.
The jewelers,, being unable to match
A similar dispatch found Colonel the diamond themselves, wrote to the
fluty voice. “Ju st this, you stupid
(’wuued Goods,
man: They must be warned against Weyman over his coffee and chops leading dealers and pawnbrokers de
Dried Fruits
He
chuckled
as
he
thrust
the
envelope
each other. Every obstacle we can
scribing the stone they wanted and
think of m ust be placed in their way. into his pocket, and his thoughts hark intimating that they were prepared to
n u ll C o n fe c tio n e ry
Sentiment must be tabooed. Cool ed back to Lovers’ leap.
go as far as £2,000 for a perfect speci
T hat afternoon another telegram men. Among those they wrote to was
down all their advances with cold wa
flashed
over
th*
wires
between
Plainter and plenty of it. There’s nothing
the pawnbroker with whom Count Sa
like it a t this stage, mark my word. field and New York city:
cha had pledged the original diamond,
You a re forgiven slnde people m u st be which was Just what that ingenious
And failure after all these years
I know two m ore w ho a re soon to
would be a horrible disappointment to fools.
rascal expected.
tu rn one. Accept o u r blessing.
us both, John.”
A few days later Count Sacha called
AU NT D RU SILLA .
The colonel listened to his old
at the pawnbroker’s to redeem his dia
friend’s admonitions with unconcealed
Daily and Sunday Papers.
mond.
The pawnbroker had had
The Noble Pike.
admiration. What a diplomat was
In size, in courage and in strength Messrs. Sparkle & Shine’s letter, and,
Miss Drusilla! W hat an excellent life the pike rivals, in historic claim to no remembering the; beautiful diamond
partner she would have made for a bility it exceeds, even the royal salmon pledged with him a day or two before,
man! He heaved an involuntary sigh Itself. King Edward I., who fixed the he had examined It and found that it
of regret for his squandered youth an<J price of fish then brought to market, met all of Sparkle & Shine’s require
reached across the table to press the rated the pike above the salmon and ments.
porcelain fingers. There was a tacit more than ten times higher than that
The count redeemed the stone, and
smile, a hand pressure, and the colonel of the best cod or turbot. In the reign then the pawnbroker inquired whether
P O T T S T O W N , P E N N ’A
took his departure.
of Henry VIII. a large one was sold by any chance he would care to sell 1L
H alf an hour later a fresh, sparkling for double the price of a house lamb
Oh, no! It was a family heirloom. Manufacturer and Dealer in All
face was framed in ttie doorway, and In February and a small pickerel for His customer would not dream of part
Kinds of A M E R IC A N and
a musical voice addressed Miss Dru more than a fat capon. Its greater ing with i t
silla in tremulous accents. “May I reputation is probably to be explained
That was a pity, said the pawnbro
FOREIGN
come in, aunty, dear?” The question by the old custom in the great houses ker. He had chanced to show the dia
was finished upon a hassock at Miss and abbeys of England of having their mond to his wife, and she had taken a
Drusilla’s little slippered feet.
private stew ponds, so that fresh wa Violent fancy to it—so much so that
“Where in the world have you been, ■ ter fish were the luxury of the rich, he was prepared to give a fancy price.
Penelope?” she questioned very stern while the salmon could be caught in He offered £800.
ly, with a deprecatory glance at the the sea and so never attained the rank
Count Sacha laughed and shook his
young girl’s vivid cheeks and the and dignity of fashionable food. To head. One thousand pounds? Oh, no!
tumbled straw gold hair above them.
day his artificial value is gone, and the He really did not want to sell i t An Also Old Granite Work Cleaned
“Where haven’t I been, rather? Oh, salmon has taken the place upon the offer of £1,300, however, made him hes
aunty, it was just the dearest, jolliest tables of the rich as much for the itate. At last, after prolonged chaffer
to Look Like New:
time in the world! We, Jack and I, beauty of its pink flesh as for the ing, Count Sacha passed back the dia
Special attention given to cleaning
rode—yes, actually rode—up that steep superior flavor of the meat.—London mond to the pawnbroker and received
Monuments, Tablets, Copings ana
crag to Lovers’ leap!”
£1,500 in exchange. Once outside he Granite
Globe.
all kinds of cemetery work no matter of
jumped into a cab and drove as fast how long standing or how badly discol
“Lovers' leap!” echoed Miss Dru
as he could to Messrs. Sparkle & ored. Will guarantee to restore them to
silla, with very grave brows. "And
A Brave Answer.
their original brightness without injuring
you not yet eighteen, Penelope!”
There was sharp fighting between Shine’s.
the Granite.
Arrived there, he explained, with
Penelope’s blue eyes flashed a swift the English and French in the Wind
challenge to Miss Drusilla.
ward islands in 1778 when General many regrets, that his sweetheart had
“And you went alone with young Mr. Meadows conquered St. Lucia not, how changed her mind. She no longer
Weyman to the very top of a moun ever, without himself being severely wanted the second diamond. Had the
tain, my child?” She paused in her ’ wounded at the very beginning of the jewelers yet found it? No? Ah, that
The general, though was well! Still, he feared he had put
stitching and looked seriously into the engagement
young face a t her knee. “It was most wounded, would not leave the field for them to much trouble. However, he
indiscreet. Don’t think of repeating it. j a moment, and when the action was was glad to say his remittances had
And, by the way, Penelope, don’t you over he visited every wounded officer arrived and he had now much pleas
think you are rather too familiar with and man before he would receive the ure in handing over £500 in payment
this young man, calling him by his surgeon’s attention himself. His heart for the original diamond, which his M e C A IX P A T T E R N S
Celebrated for style, perfect fit, simplicity and
given name on a fortnight’s acquaint was greatly cheered by an answer sweetheart had decided to keep.
reliability nearly 40 years. ' Sold in nearly
One thousand pounds to the good.
ance and scampering, through the given to him by a young subaltern,
every city and town in the United States ana
Canady or by mail direct. More sold than
Lieutenant Gomm of the Forty-sixth Count Sacha left the shop, having
woods with him on all occasions?
any other make. Send for free catalogue.
regiment, who in the heat of action '“brought off” a most ingenious swin MCCALL’S M A G A ZIN E
W hat do you know o f ’—
dle.
Yet
can
any
one
say
where
he
“Know! Why, why, I know that he’s was wounded in the eye.
More subscribers than any other fashion
magazine—million a month. Invaluable. Lat
“1 hope you have not lost your eye, came within reach of the law?—Pear
ju st splendid—that he—that I—th at we
est _styles, patterns, dressmaking:, millinery,
son’s Weekly.
—oh, aunty, you can never guess w hat lieutenant,” said the general.
plain sewing, fancy needlework, hairdressing,
etiquette, good stories, etc. Only 50 cents a
“I believe I have sir,” replied Gomm.
a dear he is—that’s all!”
year (worth double), including a free pattern.
It is a question which causes a moth
Subscribe today, or send for sample copy.
Kiss Drusilla’s lips settled percepti “but with the other I shall see you
er the more worry—a boy so sick W O N D E ttF U L IN D U C E M E N TS
bly. “Very well, my little one; he may victorious tht* day.”
to Agents. Postal brings prernium catalogue
The brave young fellow had" hto that he is good or so thoroughly well
'be all that you say—and think. Natuand new cash prize offers. Address
wish.—London Scraps.
*aiiv J am in no position ts Judge.
th at he is had.
THX McCAU CO.. 238to 248W.37th St.. NIWYOU

Daniel H. Bartman

HORACESTORB

Marble ^ Granites

The same water is used over
and over again to operate

Hot Water and
Steam Systems
Only a few gallons need to
be added during a season.
Automatically
operated,
safe
and
very
durable.

Norristown T rust Co.

GardenTools

Poultry and Fence Wire.

Thetf.H. Benjamin Co.

Brownhck’s Store

ONE OF THE VERT
BEST BOILERS OS
THE MARKET.

The undersigned will fhrnlsh and erect
IDEAL BOILERS and guarantee satis
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
FREED BOILERS — excellent steam
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
of Collegevllle. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

J . H . B O LTO N ,
A4.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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1 YOU WILL
1
p
I HAKE NO
S
§
MISTAKE I

Iu making your purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
TR A PPE, PA .
to buy, and how to sell the thoum sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
DRESS GOODS, LAWNS, PERCALES,
^4) general store.
GINGHAMS, LACES, EMBROID
S
In DRY GOODS, GROCERERIES, LADIES’ AND GENTS’
gfe IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
FURNISHING GOODS, SUMMEfi
GOODS, or in any department of
W# the big store on the corner you
UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY.
f t will find what you want at the
S right price.
Ladies’ and Gents’ OXFORD SHOES in
Ready-made Pantaloons and
tan and black. Full line of FREED’S
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
SHOES for men, women and children.
£ib Boots and Shoes are among the
Iff specialties,
SUMMER LAP ROBES and COOLERS. w
■ML Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
Sporting Goods—Balls, bats, gloves,
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
croquet sets, &c.
variety.
THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT Is
complete In varied assortments of every
thing in sugars, syrups, coffees, teas
dried and canned fruits, &c., Ac.
W ALL PAPER in many patterns.
Paints, oils, hardware, wire fencing, and
so on. Examine our Pittsburg poultry
and garden fence.
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Good qualities and right prices at

E. G. Brownback’s Store,

i

THE OLDSTAND
Established - - 1875.

FRANK W . SHALKOP,

akery.

(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Undertaker Embalmer

Choice Bread

T R A P P E , PA .

AND

Cakes
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices, Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.
JOHN H. CUSTER,
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
an undertaker of many years’ experience, 82ju.
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
Dead Animals Removed
tar Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders recelvdll by telephone or telegraph. -35
F R E E O F CHARGE.
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and

for Dead Cows.
$©“ Sales advertised iu the I nde  $1.00
’Phone—BeU, U-L.
pendent are sure to attract the
G eo. W . Schw eiker,
presence of bidders and buyers.
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
You can let all the people know
what you have to sell by adver
ET TOUR Poster* Print** ml
the Independent Olttee.
tising.
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

C o lle g e v ille G ris t M ills.
We have installed another new 30 H. P. water wheel, and with this additional power
we propose to do our custom work at very short notice.- We are also equipped now with a
powerful Cider Press. We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who will give us a
trial this coming apple season.

LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF

Headquarters for High Grade Feeds.
We say high-grade feed because we do not see what is known as the second-grades of
Middlings, etc. Our trade demands the BEST. -Our customers, who include some
of the best experienced dairymen, farmers and poultry dealers of the this cftunty, are of the
opinion that the BEST 18 THE CHEAPE8T. Consequently we are governed by their
opinion
Oar Stock Includes:
MAIZELINE,
VICTOR FEED,
WINTER WHEAT BRAN, • CORN, OATS, WHEAT,
“
“ MIDDLINGS, COTTON SEED MEAL,
LINSEED MEAL,
SHUMACHER’S GRAINS FOR CHICKS,
8UCRENE,
IDEAL CHICK FEED,
SHUMACHER’S STOCK FEED,
CHOICE CRACKED CORN,
HEN-E-TA BONE GRITS.
FLOUR—Topton’s Best, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham.
SALT FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Our prices are POSITIVELY RIGHT. Our feed must give ABSOLUTE SATIS
FACTION. Our aim is to please our customers.
gran,

F. J. C L A M E R , P roprietor.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

To F it All Heads
a t th e Right
Prices.

Headquarters for the
very latest styles in head

$ 3 9 T ^ T ill IBtj.37- wear for Men and Boys.
One of Our M O D E R N
BATH-ROOM O U T F IT S

Bought in large quanti
ties at the lowest figures,

Consisting of a 5 ft. Porcelain Lined Tub, a one- the prices are always
piece Enameled Washstand, and Water Closet
with Golden Oak-Seat, Lid and Tank. All fitted right to our patrons.
with Nickel-plated Supply and W aste Pipes,
complete.
I Guarantee these Fixtures first-class in every
detail and they w ill be shipped subject to the ap SPECIAL BARGAINS
proval of the purchaser before payment is required.
GEO. F. C L A M E R ,
1-12.

-----I3ST-----

A RUSH OF BUSINESS.
It Came Just at the Time He Wanted
to Sell His Place.
One of the leading men of Louisville,
reported to be one of the richest, got a
bad start in business. He began by
being a photographer, but found that
the business didn’t come up to expec
tations. He therefore wisely decided
to sell out and start a t something else.
He finally Interested some people in
the proposition and appointed a time
when they should come and look things
over.
. He now has the reputation of being
shrewd, and that this is not a com
plimentary designation only is Indi
cated by what happened then. He In
serted an advertisement in the dally
papers in small enough type not to at
tract everybody’s attention and yet
conspicuously enough to win consid
eration from those who make a point
of looking for bargains, announcing
that on a certain day he would take
pictures free of charge. By a coin
cidence the day he set was the day
when the prospective purchasers of
his business were to be there.
The ad., as usual, paid, and that
afternoon his gallery was crowded
with visitors. They thronged in and
out, and he could not take care of
them rapidly enough, even with the
aid of several assistants. When the
folks he intended to do business with
came he greeted them with a crown
of disappointment, explaining that he
was simply so busy th at he couldn’t
see them then and asked them to come
hack in the morning, when things
would likely have slackened up. They
agreed and went away duly impressed.
He sold out to them next day, and it
Is perhaps superfluous to add th at he
got more for his outfit than he would
have done if it hadn’t been,for the
modest little advertisem ent—Louisville
Courier-Journal.

C O L L E G E V IL L E . PA.

HOW INSECTS BREATHE.

Carriage and Wagon Building,
Repairing o f a ll kinds will be
done a t reasonable prices.
Rubber-Tiring a specialty.

HOLD ON THERE !
Be careful not to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had
>chance to estimate on your wants. We
are certain to give you entire satisfaction
u to the Lumber itself and its delivery.

Have now on hand for sale: 3 runabout
wagons, in good order.
1 single phaeton, just remodeled.
1 3-seated surrey, cheap.
1 spring wagon, uo-top.
Residence and. Shop, Cross Key, Corner of
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
R. H. GRATER,
P. O. Address, Collegeville, Pa.
Keystone ’Phone.

For Fall and
W in ter W ear

From Pure Worsteds in
new shades and styles
that w ill wear w ell and
give satisfaction.

Come and inspect our
Collegeville Livery and
Boarding Stable
stock.

f e May Save Yon a Dollar or Two, Also.

R. M . R O O T ,

Come and see us.

V . H. GRISTOCK'S SONS

PO T TSTO W N . PA.

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

THE ENTERPRISE

Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa.
First-class teams at reasonable prices.
Moving and hauling of all kinds done, as
I will have the teams to do the work,
HORSES FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.
Give me a call.

* MARBLE M5-

ELMER E. ESPENSHIP, Proprietor.

—AND—

G - r a n i t e ‘W 'o r k s .

W hen in N orristow n, Pa..
STOP AT THE

H. S. BRANDT,

*

Proprietor.

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).

Walnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa.

first- class w o r k ,

l o w pr ic es .

High S t r e e t ,

331

First-class Aceommodations for Man
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
<*r

When you
buy FURNITURE and H O U S E FURNISHING GOODS you want
the style and qualities you are look
ing for and full value for your
money. Kindly remember that

The Collegeville
F urniture Store
IS THE PLACE TO GET STYLE,
QUALITY and VALUE; where
you can save the expense of trips to
larger towns or the city and fre
quently some cash besides in paying
for your purchases. It is always a
pleasure to show goods. Our stock
includes various styles of Furniture,
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths, and
Linoleums.
CARPETS CLEANED and RELAID. REPAIRING and UP
HOLSTERING ATTENDED TO.

W

the b e s t h a r n e s s
MADE TO ORDER.
stock of harness supplies, sadd
J™ues, boots, blankets for summer
stable brooms, combs, brushes,
““PAIRING OF HARNESS a specialty.
?° choice grade cigars. Special at
a°n to box. trade.

w . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
^ °R R IIiT O W N
HERALD
,
* 0 0 * B IN D E R Y . Binding,

,° “ttMng, Perforating, Paging, NumberHn„
Books for Banks and Business
bonivs ’
special attention. Magazines
an „ re p a trfn g done quickly and
^dress' Estimates cheerfully furnished.

Furnishing Undertaker
quickly ascertain our opinion free wnether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
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THE PANAMA HAT.
What Came of a Glimpse of the
Initials on the Inside.
By HARRIET LUMMIS SMITH.
[Copyright, 1909, by Associated Literary
Press.]
As Genevieve came on deck the
young man in the panama hat glanced
over his shoulder in her direction.
Then, with surprising alacrity, he
whirled about, and the rapid removal
of the panama revealed a well shaped
head and close cropped dark hair,
which clung through many vicissitudes
to an unmistakable tendency to curl.
As the morning dew vanishes under
the fierce rays of the midsummer sun,
so the young man’s expression of joy
ful animation disappeared when met
by Genevieve’s chilly stare. His lower
Jaw dropped. The color mounted from
the top of his rather high collar to the
roots of his hair. Genevieve went on
her way well satisfied with herself.
“I imagine he thinks me not quite as
unsophistocated as he supposed. Prob
ably his intention was to surprise me
into a bow and then to presume on
that to join me. And by the time that
I had explained that I really didn’t
know him we should be beginning to
feel quite well acquainted.” She smil
ed again with superior triumph as she
reflected on the overthrow of the plot.
She wished that Aunt Myra might
have been an onlooker—Aunt Myra.
who had questioned the propriety of
her taking the short voyage unchaper
oned.
On the opposite side of the steamer
the wearer of the panama hat leaned
upon the rail and darkly regarded the
blue water. The attitude, suggestive
of dejection, gave Genevieve the op
portunity to steal furtive glances at
the motionless offender. His clothes
fitted well. As far as that was con
cerned, any tailor would be Inspired to
do his best by such a figure. “Adora
ble shoulders,” said Genevieve, so near
ly aloud that it was just as well that
Aunt Myra was not present.
At the expiration of an hour Gene
vieve had come to the conclusion that

8y«tem of Tubes That Run the Length
of Their Bodies.
Landlubber animals have lungs, and
sea creatures have gills. But insects
have neither one nor the other. They
have a complex system of tubes run
ning throughout the whole length of
the body by means of which air is con
veyed to every part of the system. As
they are destined to contain nothing
but air, they are strongly supported to
guard against collapse from pressure.
This support is furnished by means
of a fine thread running spirally with
in the walls of the tube, much in the
same way th at a garden hose is pro
tected with wire. There are generally
two of these tubes which run the
whole length of the insect’s body.
Many flies, as larvae, live in the wa
ter. Arranged along each side of their
bodies is a series of exceedingly thin
plates, into each of which runs a se
ries of blood vessels. These plates act
and absorb the oxygen contained in
the water. The tail ends in three
feather-like protections. By means of
these the larva causes currents of wa
ter to flow over the gills, and thus their
efficiency is Increased.
The gnat also lives In the water as
a larva. But It has no gills; there
fore It cannot breathe the oxygen In
the water, but must breathe air. This
is done by means of a spicade situated
at the tip of its tail, rhdeed. the tail
Is prolonged into a little tube. The
larva floats along head downward in
the water with this tube just above
the surface to enable it to breathe.
After some time it is provided with
two little tubes, which act In the same
“X NEVER HEARD OP BUT ONE PERSON
manner.—Chicago Tribune.
WHOSE INITIALS WERE X. I . Z.”

Breaking Them to the Yoke.
Edward Lisle, whose “Observations
on Husbandry’.’ was published In 1757.
described the method employed by his
“oxhind” or cattleman to break cattle
to the yoke: “He yoked two of the
steers, being two yearlings, together
and so suffered them to walk about
the ground where there were no pits
or ditches for them to receive hurt by.
He also tied together the bushy parts
of their tails, the reason of which was
because they should not be able to
turn their heads to each other so as
to Strike one another with their horns
or by bending their necks too much by
endeavoring to face ODe another and
then striving break their necks.” In
this condition the oxhind let them go
on the ground. If without holes or
ditches, all night or else turned them
Into an empty open'barn so yoked and
thus ,treated them two or three times
before he worked them.
Consolation.
There was once a Billville citizen
who could never rid himself of the
chilis, but went shivering through the
hottest days of summer. When at last
It seemed that all was up with him, his
good wife to comfort him said:
“John, you’ve been a-sbakin’ an'
a-shiverin’ all yer life, but you'll get
warm over there!"
“For the Lord’s sake. Mary,” said
the shivering man. “don't talk so!
Which way do you think I’m a-goin’?”
—Atlanta Constitution.
Music Hath Charms.
“So you are fond of music?”
“Yes," answered Senator Sorghum:
“I have the highest regard for it.
When you go home and meet a crowd
of constituents there is nothing like a
brass band to take their minds off the
explanations they have been looking
for.”—Washington Star.
An Instance.
Knicker—Time brings many strange
changes. Bocker—Yes; the boy whose
mother can’t make him wash his neck
grows up to be a rich man who goes
abroad for baths.—H arper's Bazar.

D & 'Tbe I ndependent ’s e ig h t pages
contain local and g en eral new s, a g ri
cu ltu ral notes, s h o rt sto rie s and
in te re stin g m iscellaneous read in g
m atter. A copy ev ery week for 52
It’s folly to try deaf mutes as serv
weeks, $1.00.
ants: they won’t answer.

the guilty young man who bad ad
dressed her when she came on deck
was not an old offender. He had taken
her rebuff too deeply to heart for that.
His interest in the Chesapeake bay
seemed to undergo no diminution after
sixty minutes of incessant staring.
Genevieve began to feel that possibly
she had been too severe. A look of
dignified perplexity might have been
enough without any of the ruthless,
annihilating scorn before which his
self confidence had shriveled. Gene
vieve surprised herself In a pitying
sigh.
It was now time for the panama to
take a hand. As Genevieve’s commis
erating glance stole In the direction of
the crushed and disheartened youth
staring over the rail her challenge was
accepted. With a birdlike--motion the
panama rose from its owner’s head,
evading his clutch with a dexterity
that argued deliberate intention. It
sailed across the steamer’s bow, dodg
ing varibus agile persons who attempt
ed to intercept it. and continued in
Genevieve’s direction. On reaching
her it surrendered at discretion. Tame
and obedient as a pet dog. it dropped
into her lap. and. though Genevieve
clutched it by the brim, that was mere
ly a m atter of form. She was sure that
the panama hat had no Intention of
going farther.
The hat’s owner was not far behind
his property. There was a redness
about him that was not due to sun
burn, but was not unbecoming. He
bowed. Genevieve reflected, with a
feeling of self congratulation, like a
gentleman.
“I am very much in your debt.” said
the owner of the panama.
“Not at all. I’m sure,” responded
Genevieve. Her tone was calculated to
a nicety—not friendly enough to en
courage liberties in the presumptuous,
not chilling enough to dishearten the
timid and retiring.
“Perhaps.” the young man hesitated,
taking his property from her extended
hand. “I might improve this opportu
nity to apologize for what must have
seemed a piece of rudeness on my
p a r t”
Genevieve listened with an expres
sion as nicely calculated as her tone
had been. There was nothing about

it on which one could presume, yet it
was far from being frosty.
“As you came up the stairs,” the
young man continued, twirling the
panama, “I glanced over my shoulder,
and for some reason your face looked
extraordinarily familiar. When I bow
ed I was under the Impression that L
knew you.”
Genevieve’s lips curled a little in
spite of herself. He would have done
better, she reflected, to stop with the
apology, the explanation was so pain
fully weak; trite to start with, and.
moreover—well, without vanity, Gene
vieve knew that her type was not
common.
Certainly never was six foot one of
manhood so. easily disconcerted.
“Thank you again,” said the owner
of the panama in a low voice, and h.
turned on his heel.
But as he set his recovered hat upon
his head Genevieve caught sight of
something that made her start—three
shining gilt letters fixed into the inner
leather band. “Oh, I beg your par
don!” she cried impulsively.
The young man did not hear her,
and a fellow passenger checked him
in his return to his seat, seizing his
coattails. “Lady ain’t done with you
yet,” said the obliging passenger, and
the owner of the panama looked back
and saw that it was true.
He returned with an apparent re
luctance Geneyieve thought best not to
notice. “Excuse me,” she said breath
lessly, "but those letters inside your
hat—are they your initials?"
The young man stared and colored.
“Why. yes."
“Like an algebra problem, aren’t
they?” Genevieve persisted.
Apparently the young man wished to
show her that she was not the only
person who could assume an air of
hauteur. “The peculiarity of my
name.” said the owner of the panama,
looking over Genevieve’s head, "is a
misfortune in which the gewffral pub
lic”—
“The reason I asked,” interrupted
Genevieve, "is because I never heard
of but one person whose initials were
X. Y. Z.. and he was one of my cous
in’s dearest friends.”
The owner of the panama no longer
looked haughty. Instead his expres
sion suggested blissful incredulity.
"His name began,” Genevieve con
tinued, blushing under the young
man’s gaze, “with Xavier.”
“Young,” prompted the other delight
edly.
“Zimmerman,” Genevieve concluded,
and she looked about her. “Isn’t there
an unoccupied chair? Oh, yes!”
The young man brought it and seat
ed himself beside her. “I’ve always
hated my name.” he said meditative
ly. “I t’s a mixture of French and
English and German, of the prosaic
and the sentimental. It’s fairly gro
tesque and Indefensible from any
standpoint. I’ve seriously contemplat
ed having It changed by an act of the
legislature. But from this day on I’ll
find no more fault with it. When you
saw those letters X. Y. Z„ of course
you knew there couldn’t be but one of
ns.”
“I blame myself for waiting for
that,” said Genevieve demurely, “since
I ’ve seen your photograph at my cous
in’s, a number of photographs indeed.”
Mr. Zimmerman drew a long breath.
“And I was wondering why your face
seemed so familiar.” He made a mo
tion toward an inside pocket, but then
checked himself, reflecting that per
haps It would be wiser to wait a little
for that. But by the.m iddle of the
next forenoon he felt it safe to exhib
it the little kodak picture Jim had
given him—a picture of Genevieve
with a tennis racket over her shoulder
and her hair ruffled by the breeze.
Genevieve pouted. “If he were go
ing to give you any.” she said, ‘ he
might have chosen one that—that flat
tered me more.”
The sea voyage from Baltimore to
Boston, though not a long one. af
fords considerable opportunity for
progress in acquaintance. Mr. X. Y.
Zimmerman might be suggestive of a a
algebraic problem, but in that case no
one of his fellow passengers was in
doubt as to the final solution.
The Psychology of Crowds.
There is a justification for a preven
tive censorship in the peculiar nature
of the crowd. Collective psychology,
or the psychology of crowds (mainly
investigated so far by French and Ital
ian inquirers), is a study still in its
Infancy. A completely satisfactory ex
planation of the peculiarities of the
crowd is not yet forthcoming. But
those peculiarities are matters of com
mon knowledge.
Briefly, a crowd is a new entity, dif
fering in mind and will from the in
dividuals who compose it. Its intel
lectual pitch is lowered, its emotional
pitch raised. It takes on something
of the characteristics of a hypnotized
“subject.” It tends -to be irrational,
excitable, lacking in self control. Many
Frenchmen under “the terror.” gentle
and humane as Individuals, made up
crowds guilty of horrible atrocities.
Questioned afterward, they could not
account for their actions. Some inex
plicable change had taken place In
them, and that inexplicable something
was the peculiar influence of the
crowd..
A theatrical audience has the peculiar
psychology of the crowd. An offensive
play performed before it has an entire
ly different effect from that which the
play would have if read separately and
privately by each individual. The
crowd is the real controlling factor in
the matter.—A. B. Walkley Before
Stage Censorship Commission.
Forever.
“What’s the matter, daughter?"
“Ferdy and I have parted forever.”
“Um! In that case. I s’pose he won't
be around for a couple of nights."—
Louisville Courier-Journal.
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS.

CRANE RETIRES
BY REQUEST

A nother theological controversy has de
I n T
veloped from a recent action of the New York'
Presbytery in licensing three candidates for
the
ministry who, it is alleged, refused to
Are in and are being examined with delight as to artistic
PU B LISH E D EVERY THURSDAY.
subscribe to doctrines which have been con
effects, as well as the modest prices on them.
Several
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY GO. PA. sidered fundamentally orthodox.
m inisters have raised a vigorous protest
against the action of the Presbytery, and the
E. S. M oser, E d ito r a n d P ro p rie to r.
matter is to come before the Synod at its
meeting this month. Some of the Presby
W ORN BY TH E BEST DRESSERS, ARE HERE,
Thursday, October 14, 1909.
terians of New York appear to l?e ripe sub
and we call particular attention to
jects for dogmatical supervision and disci
I n the language of President Taft:— pline. And it is to be conjectured that they
‘‘Throughout this country the administration are in readiness to take their medicine.
Declares He Was Unjustly Treated
of the criminal law and the prosecution of
and Denies He Gave Newspapers
criminals is a disgrace to our civilization.”
T h e dedication of the Jewish Sanitarium,
Story That Caused the Trouble.
THAT FOR STYLE AND W EAR ARE UN
near Eagleville, last Sunday, marked the be
Washington, Oct. 13. — Charles R.
T here is some international discussion ginning of a most noble work in the allevi Crane, of Chicago, minister designate
EQUALED IN THIS TOWN.
China, was practically deposed by
as to how much doctors should be paid. What ation of human suffering among the afflicted to
a demand from Secretary Knox for his
bothers some doctors now and then is when ones unable to provide for them selves means resignation.
These Gloves are made for hard, lasting service ;
Thus a new chapter in American
to obtain remedial aid. The fact that the
they are to be paid, if at all.
a quality that every thrifty female will appreciate.
diplomacy was written. A citizen
Sanitarium is to be devoted to helping only chosen with special regard for his
It will pay any woman to make a trial of these gloves
F rom the New York Tribune: The ex  the poor, and the further and important fact qualifications for the post was recalled
for it will advance the appreciation of our Glove
before he had embarked from San
portation of cottonseed oil to Italy showed an that it is to be strictly non-sectarian at once Francisco and discharged from his
Department.
increase last year of $2,340,000. Another in stamp it as a humanely charitable undertak high office because of alleged indis
disclosures through the press.
dication of the growing demand for “ pure ing representing the highest degree of meri creet
Moreover, this minister, breaking
torious effort, and as such it must reflect through all the old traditions, insisted
olive oil.”
abiding credit upon the Jews who have been on defending himself from the asper
sions cast upon him by the secretary
T he 417th anniversary of the discovery instrumental in founding it, and invite the of state by the issuance of a statement
of America by the Genoese navigator, Chris encouragement and support of representa which most people here comment upon
as certain to be very embarrassing to
N O R R IS T O W N ; p a
topher Columbus, was elaborately celebrated tives of all creeds and no creeds.
the administration.
The history of this extraordinary af
in Philadelphia, Tuesday, by Italian societies,
fair, which began about a week ago
J
udge
B
uffington
recently
filed
an
the Knights of Columbus, Spanish residents
with the announcement that Minister
Spring and S um m er HATS
opinion in the United States Appellate Court, Crane had been stopped at San Fran
and Catholic parish schools.
Philadelphia, affirming the $12,013.31 verdict cisco at the moment of embarkation
AND CAPS.
for his post by a demand from Secre
F rom the Washington Herald: What a obtained by the International Coal Mining tary Knox for his return to Washing
NOBBY CAPS in all colors—-Golf, Yacht and Eaton Stylesreached at least its first crisis
25 and 50 Cents.
fierce time the common people do have in this Company against the Pennsylvania Railroad ton,
when the secretary in a formal state
world, anyway. If they eat white flour, they for freight discrimination. The decision su s ment announced that Mr. Crane’s
$$3
will get appendicitis; if they eat corn bread, tains the first verdict of its kind ever re resignation had been Invited, and the
minister designate replied in an
corded
in
this
district
and
upholds
many
im
they will get pellagra; if they eat beefsteak,
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. All first-class stores
equally formal statem ent that while
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
portant rulings made by Judge Holland, who his resignation already had been ten
they will get in the poorbouse.
presided at the trial in the lower court, on dered to the president, he felt himself
very unjustly treated. Moreover; Mr.
T he crop reporting board of the Depart points of law and the admission of evidence Crane in his statem ent reflected very
upon the officials of the state
ment of Agriculture at Washington, Friday, which were bitterly contested by James W. severely
38 H. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
department, charging th at not only 10-11.
made public the following estim ates of crops M. Newlin, counsel for the mining company, had they refrained from giving him the
usually issued to a min
HEN YOU WANT TO BUT
for October 1: Corn, condition, 73.8, as com and Francis I. Gowen, for the railroad. This instructions
ister or ambassador about to leave for
OB SELL REAL ESTATE
information
is
particularly
gratifying
to
pared with 77.8 on same date last year.
his post, but that he had been denied
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
we will certainly be pleased to give your
Spring wheat, quality, 90.5, as compared with Judge Holland’s host of friends in this access to them even after he had
made repeated appointments with
Inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
county,
where
he
was
born
and
reared
and
88.1 in 1908. Spring and winter wheat, com
them.
succeed in doing business with you the
where
he
ascended
the
ladder
of
success
and
He enters a sweeping denial of the
bined average quality, 90.4, as compared with
loss is ours, not yours.
that he “gave out” a newspa
Are good only for their face value.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
89.4 last year. Oats, quality, 91.4, as com public prominence by capable and devoted at charge
per story which is said to be the cause • Dollars at work earning interest are
39 E. Main Street,
tention
to
the
duties
and
obligations
which
of
his
deposition,
and
places
squarely
pared with 81.3 a year ago.
servants making more dollars. Put
Norristown, Pa.
upon the shoulders of President Taft
came his way for discharge and fulfilment.
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Minister to China Resigns at
Knox’s Suggesting
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MADE A SPIRITED REPLY

OURDOLLAR KIDGLOVES

S^rendlinger's

Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles to
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Tracey, ; the Hatter,

Idle
D o llars

A three -arch stone bridge over the
Skippack in Skippack township has just been
completed. It is welt constructed and will
stand as a monument to the wisdom of
M essrs. Saylor, Christman and Krewson, the
present Board of County Commissioners, for
a hundred years—at a small cost for repairs,
if promptly made. Iron bridges are costly
structures and very expensive to keep in re
pair. Stone arch bridges are permanently
substantial, and inexpensive to keep in good
condition. All bats off to the Commissioners.
If they are required to build more bridges,
let the structures be more monuments to
their wisdom.
T he crop report issued on Friday shows
that the wheat yield this year has been about
60,000,000 bushels more than last year. The
corn yield is large, but it has been known
since mid-summer that it would break no
records.
I t is a very small fraction less
than the crop of last year, and has only been
exceeded by that and two others. The price
of wheat is about the same as last year. Dur
ing the week the price advanced, although re
ceipts were very large. Domestic millers are
buying very freely. Corn futures in Chicago
have been advancing moderately, although
weather conditions have been ideal and trad
ing rather quiet. The crop report shows that
oats have yielded 176,000,000 bushels more
than last year, and yet a corner in Chicago at
the end of September drove the price up to
50 cents.
S amuel W. M cCall , Republican Con
gressman from M assachusetts, is a candid
critic. In the September Atlantic Monthly
he justly estim ates President Taft and inferentially refers to ex-President Roosevelt
along lines of just comparison, as follows:
He has acquired the habit of patiently listening be
fore deciding; and he gives his visitor a chance, in
stead of making all the noise himself. He represents,
in his manner, a return to the normal type; and he
shows himself to be both a constitutional and a human
President. When we awake in the morning we may
feel reasonably sure of finding the country here. Com
pared with the satisfaction over that, the dislike of his
inheritance tax or corporation income tax, or any other
mere policy, becomes a small matter. To have the air
no longer filled with strident voices, to have something
left to Congress, something to the Courts, something to
the State and something also to each individual one of
us, is indeed a very great deal; and hence it is that,
for those of us who think that there should be some
thing in the Republic besides the mere name, the stars
once again shine.”

T he London Statist of late date, dis
coursing upon the investm ent of European
capital in American securities, enthusiastic
ally and prophetically observes: “Only after
there is no fresh land to be put under culti
vation, no new mines to open up, no additional
oil wells to tap, no new supplies of lumber to
be cut, no further economies of transporta
tion to be made, can there be even a diminu
tion in the rate of expansion. America is
still many years from this position, and, even
when it does arrive, still better methods of
production, notably of agriculture, will in
sure the continuance of expansion for an un
limited period..............In the next twelve
months new records will be established by
producers and manufacturers, by traders, by
railways, by bankers and by all others that
will participate in the work of creating and
distributing the unprecedented quantity of
wealth that will be -produced, consumed and
accumulated.”
W ell and truly stated by the Conshohocken Recorder: “ Upon Dr. Dixon’s assum
ing his duties as the State’s chief health
officer, he instituted many office reforms, pro
mulgated many new rules for the operation of
the department and instituted a State-wide
war on all contagious and infectious diseases.
For a time he met with many discourage
ments. Like all who have attempted to do a
great public good, he was hailed as a crank
and idealist, impractical and incompetent.
He was burned in effigy. He was condemned
by physicians. He was looked upon as the
arch enemy of the poor and a germ ‘fiend’ by
the rich for his rigid enforcement of the
quarantine regulations * * * However, bis
thorough belief in what he knows to be right
will not permit him to deviate from the rigid
health regulations to favor some particular
case. H is orders are to treat every case
alike and in accordance with the regulations.
* * * Dr. Dixon has put such life and energy
into the State Board that its influence for
good is felt throughout the State. Much of
the opposition is fast ebbing away. The peo
ple are beginning to understand the value and
importance of his methods. They have faith
in bis integrity and believe he is putting into
practice what he knows to be for the public
good. I t is State officers of the calibre of Dr.
Dixon that make great Commonwealths.

the responsibility for the various ut
terances he has made regarding con
ditions in the Far East which have
aroused the ire of Secretary Knox, and
for final action upon his resignation.

RUBBED MUD IN HIS EYES
Highwaymen HolthUp and Rob George
W. Elliott, of Wilmington.
Wilmington, Del., Oct. 13. — Three
highwaymen successfully held up and
robbed George W. Elliott, a groceryman. They secured $119 in cash and a
gold watch and chain valued at $50.
The holdup occurred while Mr. Elliott
was on his way from church.
The thieves jumped out of an alley,
blinded their victim with mud and
forced him to the ground. While in
that position they stripped him of his
valuables and fled. It was some time
before the victim could get the mud
out of his eyes. When he did the
thieves had disappeared.

your idle money to work and keep it
busy. The

AM ATEUR

Collepnille National Bank,
Safe, conservative, and with a stead
ily growing volume of business affords
you the opportunity te keep your
dimes and dollars hustling and in
creasing your income.
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De.
posits.

OR EXPERT
WHICH WILE EXECCTE

2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts.
This bank appreciates the favors
of its patrons and persists in giving
the best service to all.

YOUR WII.L,?
Your best friend has never
done it before«*-we have made
it onr special business for years*

P en n T rust Go.

500 HOUSES WRECKED
Hundreds Are at Work Clearing Up
Streets of Key West.
Key West, Oct. 13.—Half the city is
practically in ruins, over 500 houses
have been destroyed and more than a
hundred ships wrecked as a result of
the hurricane which swept this city.
Seven churches and nine of the largest
cigar factories in the south also were
destroyed. Hundreds of men are now
at work clearing up the streets under
the direction of Mayor Fogarity.
No estimate can be given of the
financial loss, hut it is believed it will
be between two and three million dol
lars. One death, that of Frank Gray, a
photographer, is reported.

W

The selection of Christmas Gifts
started here the latter part of June.
Six months before needed. Since
then we’ve laid Gifts aside. Just a
trifle deposited on anything you see
here will reserve them for Christmas
time.
Try this plan this season and see
how you like it.

Norristown, Pa.

Kuhnt’s Bakery,
Collegeville,
First - Class Bread,
Cakes, Pies,
Candies, Etc.

J. D. SALLADE,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

16 E. Main Street,

N O R R IS T O W N .

Canal Libel Suit Dismissed.
Opposite Public Square.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 13.—Judge A.
B. Anderson, of the United States
court, dismissed
the
proceeding;
against Delavan Smith and Charles R.
Williams, proprietors of the Indianap
olis News, who were resisting removal
to the District of Columbia for trial
under a grand jury indictment charg
ing them with having committed crim
inal libel in publishing articles alleg
AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF
ing that there was a corrupt profit of
CARRIAGES for sale at reasonable
$28,000,000 in the sale of the Panama
prices, including oae new surrey.
canal to the United States.

Automobile Painting
and Repairing

ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
thankful to the public for patronage re
ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
the same.
CHARLES RUHNT.

D

AVID CULP, JK.,

a c k sm ith

and Horseshoer

,he old stand on Main Street,
e, near Perkiomen Bridge -All z
jlacksmithing done. Horseshoeing
sialtv.
.

Insure Your H orses^

NEW PIANOS of best makes from $150
Roosevelt’s Niece Engaged.
New York, Oct. 13.'— The engage upward. Pianos for rent.
ment of Miss Corrine Douglass Robin
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE L •
son, niece of ' ex-President Theodore HENRY YOST, JR., Collegeville, Pa. Full amount of appraisement paid wne
occurs.
_
Roosevelt, to State Senator Joseph AlI. Z. REINER, President.
sop, of Hartford, Conn., was made pub Jp l'L L STOCK OF
JOHN W. BARRY, Sec’y, Eagleville.
lic here. Miss Robinson is a daughter
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
of Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Robinson, of
Ap p ra ise rs:
this city.
THEO. DETWILER, Eaglevllle; H. H.
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No ROBISON, Collegeville: W. *•
Yeggmen Rob Postoffice.
tions are being closed out at greatly re Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN,
Middletown, O., Oct. 13.—Yeggmen duced prices.
Penn St., Norristown.
blew the safe in the postoffice here
Mrs.
Frances
Barrett’s,
and secured stamps to the value of
Advertise Your Sale* *• |W
Main St ., Nxak Station,
$3400, but failed to get the cash in the
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Independent.

£ S ,'s* L’owe r ? i “v“ j» g f

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.
HEADQUARTERS FOR

WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
MEN AND B0Y8 TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Usderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
yon are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR 8TOCK.

MORSE LOSES
HIS APPEAL
Fifteen-Year Sentence For Bank
er Looms Near.

eessrui, and after anotner disagree
ment left the house.
• Shortly after his departure mem
bers of the family who partook of
some medicine became violently sick.
Others of the family and some neigh
bors who ate some bread baked with
flour that was in the house during
Baughman’s visit also became ill with
symptoms which Indicated arsenical
poisoning.

7

PEART’S PROOF
AGAINST COOK
Quotes Rival’s Eskimos to Prove
He Didn’t Reach Pole.

tanas (Amunn tungnes Lana;, passing
a small island which they did not visit.
“Arriving at the shore of Amund
Ringnes Land, the Eskimos killed a
deer, as indicated on the chart.
Covers Cook’s Entire Time.
“The above portion of the statem ent
of the Eskimo boys covers the period
of time in which Dr. Cook claims to
have gone to the pole and back, and
the entire time during which he could
possibly have made any attem pts to
go* to it.
“The answers of the Eskimo, boys
to Commander Peary’s series of inde
pendent questions, showing that they
killed no game, made no caches, lost
no dogs, and returned to the land with
loaded sledges, makes their attainment
of the pole on the trip north of Cape
Thomas Hubbard a physical and math
ematical impossibility, as it would de
mand the subsistence of three men
and over twenty dogs during a Jour
ney of ten hundred and forty geo
graphical miles on less than two
sledge loads of supplies.
“If it is suggested that perhaps Dr.
Cook got mixed and that he reached
the pole, or thought he did, between
the time of leaving the northwest
coast of Heiberg Land at Cape North
west, and his arrival at Ringnes Land,
where they killed the deer, we must
then add to the date of Dr. Cook’s let
ter of March 17, at or near Cape
Thomas Hubbard, the subsequent four
or five sleeps at that point, and the
number of days required to march
from Cape Thomas Hubbard to Cape
Northwest (a distance of some sixty,
nautical miles), which would advance
his date of departure from the land to
at least the 25th of March, and be pre
pared to accept the claim that Dr.
Cook went from Cape Northwest
(about latitude eighty and a half de
grees north) to the pole, a distance of
five hundred and seventy geographical
miles, in twenty-seven days.”

Negress Had Lost White Child.
Marguerite Fink, the white child
rescued almost from the grave and
cared for during the last four years
by Mrs. Marie Fink, a negress, in Den
W
M
. H
. Cj I L B E R T ,
ver, Col., has been given into the
132 WEST MAIN STREET,
custody of her mother, Mrs. Charles
of Chicago.
1(M
8. ■ ' /
NORRISTOWN, PA. Unless United States Supreme Court Backoff,
Mrs. Backoff arrived in Denver Sun Declares Physician Explorer’s Claim
Is a Physical Impossibility—Story
Grants W rit of Certiorari and Re day after learning th at the child whom
as Told to Him by Two Eskimo
verses Case He Must Serve His Sen she had mourned as dead since the
time of birth was alive and had grown
tence. »
Boys.
into a healthy, beautiful little girl.
When
Judge
Lindsey,
in
the
juvenile
New York, Oct. 13. — Commander
Unless the supremecourt of the Unit
court, gave his decision little Margue Robert E. Peary backed up his many
ed States reverses the decision or the
rite
screamed
and
begged
to
be
allow
Solid Oak Bedroom Suites Reduced from 325 to |SO ; 330 to president of the United States inter
times repeated assertion that Dr. Fred
ed to stay with the colored woman.
erick A. Cook did not reach the North
feres, Charie W. Morse, one time “Ice
325 ; 3^0 to 335. Buy your fu rn itu re now and save dollars.
The mother is given custody of the
King,” coastwise steamship line or child only as guardian and must pay Pole with a detailed account of the
Solid Chain Rag Carpet, from 45 to 65 Cents p er yard.
ganizer, banker and capitalist, will the negress *500 as recompense for the evidence which he says he and his men
obtained from the Eskimos who ac
serve fifteen years at hard labor in bgby’s keep.
Great Reduction in Prices in Dinner ware.
the federal prison at Atlanta, Ga. Af
companied Cook on his Arctic trip. Dr.
ter having been a t liberty under $125,- Woman Arrested ae Common 8cold. Cook, Peary seeks to prove, never got
000 bail since June 17 last, he is back
The charge of being a common scold further north than Cape Thomas Hub
in the Tombs prison, where he contem has been made against Mrs. Susanna bard, the northernmost point of Axel
Remember our HillE-TO-ORDER SUITS for Meu and Boys.
plates the decision of the United Suraton, of Higgins Corners, near Heiberg Land, at 81 degrees 30 north
States circuit court of appeals in New Butler, Pa., arrested on information latitude. Accompanying his statement
York, sustaining the judgment of the made by Mrs. Maria Kohler, a neigh Peary furnishes a map on which has
lower federal court, which found him bor.
been traced what he says was Dr.
guilty in November last of violoting
It is alleged that Mrs. Suraton utters Cook’s actual route. This route begins
the national banking laws.
harsh and provoking words about her at Annatok, at 78 degrees 30, passes
Dealers in STORE GOODS of Everjr Description.
There was solace in the decision of neighbors in the little town. Mrs. west and then north between Arthur
H T STANDARD AND DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINES FROM *20 to *40. the court of appeals, however, in that Kohler complains that the woman Land and Axel Heiberg Land to Cap
only ten of the fifty-three indictments spends her time nagging, faultfinding tain Thomas Hubbard. From this al
on which he was convicted were sus and' trouble making. A score of wom leged “farthest north” Peary seeks to
tained, and on the strength of this his en, it is claimed, will appear against show th at Cook turned south again,
counsel, Martin W. Littleton, will im the alleged scold to insist that she be and th at he spent the winter of 1908mediately carry the case before the punished.
GOOD FISHING.
GOOD GUNNING.
GOOD BATHING.
1909 on the northern shore of North
United States supreme court on a writ
Devon, a little less than 76 degrees
of certiorari. To this end the United Salaries of Chicago Officials to Be Cut north, returning northward to his
States court of appeals has granted a
A cut of 10 per cent in salaries of starting place, Annatok, in the spring
forty days’ stay of execution, and all officials and employes of Chicago, of this year. The map also Indicates
pending a decision by the supreme from Mayo- Busse’s $18,000 down to the points a t which, according to the
court application will be made to have th e ' lowliest laborer, has been agreed stories told by the Eskimos, food was
North Stone Harbor, N ew Jersey
the prisoner again admitted to bail.
upon by the mayor and department killed and other incidents of the trip
Morse took the decision calmly, al heads, it was learned, for next year.
occurred.
though he was plainly grief stricken
This drastic measure was made nec
and
perhaps
surprised.
Story of the Two Eskimos.
essary by the simple fact that Chicago
Improved Lots $300 and up
has not money enough to maintain the
Verdict Sustained by Proof.
Peary’s story of Dr. Cook's trip is as
EASY TERMS
In rendering its decision the United payroll at its normal level. The pay follows:
roll last year approximated $15,000,000.
“After sleeping at the camp where
States
circuit court of appeals said:
City Water, Drainage, Cement Walls, Good Streets
The cut before becoming effective the last two Eskimos turned back. Dr.
“We fully realize the consequences
FREE EXCURSION, Wednesday and Sunday
to the defendant which must follow an must be sanctioned by the city coun Cook and the two boys went In a
affirmance of this judgment, and yet cil, where a big fight against it is northerly or northwesterly direction
with two sledges and twenty odd dogs,
we cannot doubt that he was given a expected.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., O ct 13. — Misa
one morq march, when they encoun
fair trial, and the verdict on the four
Took a Nap on Fresh Cement.
255
tered rough ice and a lead of open wa Mae Carey was fined $25 by Alderman
teen counts was amply sustained by
After storing under his belt a large, ter. They did not enter this rough ice, Brown for criticising a hat worn by
the proof. No unprejudiced person can
Main
read the record without helng convinc sleepy jag, Harvey Jones found that it nor cross the lead, but turned west Miss Ruth de Vonde. Miss de Vonda
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES
ed that by the defendant’s procure was bigger than he could conveniently ward or southwestward a short dis caused her arrest and told Alderman
ment the bank (National Bank of carry, so he flopped down on one of tance and returned to Heiberg Land Brown that while she was in a res
Dickerson & Matz, Gen. Sales Agents, Penna. Building,
North America) bought its own stock j the newlylaid cement sidewalks in at a point west of where they had left taurant Miss Carey had entered, made
Philadelphia.
and the stock of the ice securities Cashton, Wis., and went to sleep. The the cache and where the four men had a number of unkind remarks about her
hat, saying it was ugly and out of
company, and by his procurement the next monring he awoke, but failed to turned back.
entries in the bank book and in the re get up. The town marshal tried to take
“Here they remained four or five style, and when she remonstrated, had
ports of the comptroller as to these him to the village lockup, but failed. sleeps, and during that time I-took-a- created a scene, by calling her nasty
transactions were so arranged as to Finally his clothing was cut from him shoo went back _to the cache and got names and using language unbecoming
conceal the truth and to record trans and he was able once more to stand. his gun, which he had left there, and a to a lady. Her attorney refused to al
low Miss Carey to pay the fine and no
actions which in reality never took The last seen of him he was headed few items T>f supplies.
due south In a kerosene barrel.
place.”
“When asked why only a few sup tified the alderman that he will appeal
FALL 1909.
ESTABLISHED 1858.
plies were taken from the cache, the from the decision.
Record Price For Hops.
boys
replied that only a small amount
The hop growers in central New
Farmer Slain In Cornfield.
of provisions had been used in the few
“Look, someboody has knocked down York are obtaining almost unheard-of days since they left the cache, and GETS 20 YEARS FOR MURDER
papa’s scarecrow. Wait till I go over prices for this year’s ’crop. While that their sledges still had all they
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN
and
set it up,” exclaimed Miss Maude the hops a year ago at this time could carry, so that they could not Flemington, N. J., Man Is Convicted
ALL KINDS OF
of Kijling His Father.
Heufnagie to a companion as the two were bringing from 9 to 11 cents a take more.
Flemington, N. J., Oct. 13.—William
girls were walking along a path pound, the growers are receiving this
“After being informed of the boys’
through a cornfield on their way td week from 32 to 33(4 cents and some narrative thus far. Commander Peary H. Gray, the real estate broker, who
church at Paris, near Washington, Pa. choice lots have brought 35 cents. suggested a series of questions to be shot his father, John Gray, sfged sixty
A moment later scream after scream Dealers say that never in their experi put to the boys in regard to this trip years, at their home near Rosemont,
We invite your inspection of the largest and best se
June 13 last, was convicted of murder
ence were the hops bought up so close
lected stock in the county. Our factory supplies fresh from the young woman drew her com at this time of the year.
from the land out and back to it.
in the second degree. Justice Alfred
“goods. Do not buy shopworn goods when you can buv panion to the spot. She found Miss
Reed sentenced Gray to serve twenty
the latest patterns for 1909. Parlor Suits a specialty. In Heufnagie stretched in a dead faint
Questioned Eskimos.
Killed While Teasing Cow.
all grades and our own make. Do not buy a set of parlor furniture covered up ready beside "the body of her father, which
years in the state penitentiary at hard
“These questions and answers were labor.
logo out. If you do, you are buying a cat in a bag. See your suit before it is covEwing Mack was gored to death at
the daughter had at first taken for the
up and see your coverings before they are put on.
as follows:
Mobiis,
Ala.,
while
teasing
a
cow.
The
Gray, who is thirty-one years old,
scarecrow.
“Did they cross many o£en leads or
D. V. MOWDAY, U ndertaker and Em balm er,
The finding of the corpse revealed man was under the influence of li 'much open water during this time? stoutly maintained that he shot his
238, 246, 242 and 244 East Main St.. Norristowu.
father in self-defense. The defandant’a
one of the most shocking and myste quor and he persisted in teasing Ans. None.
mother, in her testimony, defended her
We take full charge when requested.
Both ’Phones. rious murders in the history of this the animal, which turned suddenly,
“Did
they
make
any
caches
out
on
gored him in the abdomen and then
son, and both sobbed frequently.
section. Charles Heufnagle’s body, threw the •nan’s body twenty feet in the ice? Ans. No.
found in the fence corner, was liter
o r male .
“Did they kill any bear or seal while
the air. Mack was dead when he hit
have quite a number
Farms, residences, hotels, building ally hacked to pieces by his slayers. the ground.
out on the ice north of Cape Thomas COW’S DEATH LED TO SUICIDE
sites—ail locations, prices and terms. Decomposition had already set in, and
Hubbard? Ans. No.
Also a number of houses in Norristown, it is the belief of the officers now at
of Inquiries
“Did they kill or lose any of their Aged Man Grieved Over Loss of His
Kills 750,000 Prairie Dogs.
Bridgeport and Conshohocken.
work on th* puzzling murder that the
Favorite Bovine.
More than 750,000 prairie dogs hare dogs while out on the ice? Ans. No.
farmer had been dead for at (east a been put to death by J. W. Holman,
Oberlln, O., Oct. 13.—Grief over the
“With how many sledges did they
Money to loan on first mortgage.
FOR FARMS !
week.
recent death of a favorite cow is be
of Kansas City, the officially recog start? Ans. Two.
THOS. B. WILSON,
Heufnagie is known to have had nized United States government poi
“How many dogs did they have? lieved to have been the motive which
If you wish to sell send 3-15.
Eagleville, Pa. large sums of money and some valu soner of the pests in the southwestern Ans. D id,not remember exactly, but caused Dr. J. F. Siddall eighty years
able papers in his clothing, and these states, during the last eight months. something over twenty.
old, to end his life by drowning him
us word.
are missing indicating robbery as the The. government pays 1% cents a head
“How many sledges did they have self in a cistern. Mrs. Siddall said tbat
motive for the crime.
for killing the dogs.
when they got back to land? Ans. her husband had been mourning the
GOTW ALS & BEYER,
Two.
loss o f the cow and that the family
Reading Flyer Kills Farmer.
8 E. Main St
NORRISTOWN. PA.
“Did they have any provisions left became so alarmed over his condition
Arrested While Embracing Dead Wife.
Isaac Grube, a farmer, of HellerCharged with murdering his wife town. near Allentown, Pa., was in on their sledges when they dame back that he was watched.
in a fit of lealous rage, William Fish stantly killed and horribly mutilated to land? - Ans. Yes; the sledges still
J A. MOONEY,
ROYERSFORD, PA.
Preacher Jailed For Contempt.
er, fifty years of age, was arrested when the Scranton flyer on the Read had about all they could carry, so
they
were
able
to
take
but
a
few
Boston,
Oct. 13. — Quincy Collins,
in
Philadelphia.
He
was
embracing
(formeblt or nobkistown,)
ing railway struck him as he was driv
eighty years old, who has preached the
the body of the dead woman when he ing over the tracks near his home. •things from the cache.
PRICE LIST.
“From here they then went south gospel for over fifty years, was syn
was taken into custody in the room Both horses were disemboweled.
Drain Tile, 4 inch,
cents per.foot.
west along the northwest coast of tenced to serve thirty days in the jail
Sewer Pipes, 6 inches, 8 cents per foot. they had occupied. Fisher, who was a
“
“
g “
ia .i
» «
Heiberg Land- to a point indicated on at East Cambridge for contempt of
painter by trade, speaks nothing but
Gets 27 Years For Assault.
“
“
io “
20 “ “
the,map (Sverdrup’s Cape Northwest). court. He refused to answer a sum
German and refuses to make any
Samuel
Lyfield,
a
negro,
who
re
’
«
IS
“
40
“
“
it.
GRATERFORD, PA.
“From here they went west across mons of the court.
statement.
“
", 20 “
60 “
“ “
cently committed an atrocious assault
the
ice. which was level and covered
According
to
other
occupants
of
the
Shoeing of road and track horses a
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, 16 cents a
upon Mrs. William Mortland, a far
Lincoln Cent Costs Girl Her Life.
•pecialty. First-class new and repair piece.
house, he had frequent quarrels with mer’s wife, at Mount Laurel, near Mt. with snow, offering good going, to a
Orange,
Mass., Oct. 13.—The threeBuilding
Brick,
*8
and
*12
per
1000.
low
island
which
they
had
seen
from
ork in all branches of blacksmithing, a t
Reinforced Pence Posts, for wire or rail, his wife, who was about fifteen years Holly, N. J., was sentenced to serve the shore of Heiberg Land at Cape year-old daughter of Arthur Williams,
f®Pular prices.
his junior and of whom he was in twenty-seven years in the state prison
25c. a piece.
Northwest. On this island they camp of this place, died in the Mercy hospi
Water Troughs, *1.00 per foot.
sanely jealous. A shot was heard and at Trenton.
Your patronage solicited.
tal as a result of swallowing a Lincoln
ed for one sleep.
Lawn
Vases,
*3.00
each.
••25.3m.
he appeared at a neighbor’s room and
Sidewalk Slabs, 10cents per square foot. is alleged to have said : “Fix this thing
“The size and position of this isl cent, which had been given the child
Alimony
For
Mrs.
Howard
Gould.
Doorsteps and Sills, 25 cents per foot.
Theformal decree in favor of Mrs. ! and. as drawn by the first boy, was to play with.
Edison Portland Cement, *1.46 per bar for me. I have killed my wife and
rel net.
Katherine
Clemmons Gould, granting i criticised by the second boy as being
now
I
want
to
kill
myself.”
The
ham
H e n r y g . f l y , Circulars free.
Beer Poured In Kansas Street.
Bell Phone 4-Y.
mer of the revolver had failed to work her a separation from Howard Gould, j too large and too far to the west, the
Columbus, Kan., Oct. 13.—Twenty(Successor to J. R. Christman,)
second
boy
calling
the
attention
of
after the first shot. The startled neigh was filed in New York. The decree j
the first to the fact that the position four hundred and fifty gallons of beer
BOYN! GIKIJS! C O L U M B I A bor, under pretense of getting a tool awards Mrs. Gould $3000 a month per of the island was more nearly in line were poured out in a street here by
g r a tersfo r d , p a .
manent
alimony
and
*3683
costs.
It
i
BIUYUEE F R E E I Greatest offer to fix the revolver, went out and in
the sheriff under orders of court. The
BEEF, YEAL, out. Get your friends to subscribe to our formed the police.
was said that Mr. Gould would appeal. ! with the point where they had left beer was seized in cold storage at
magazine and we will make you a present
Heiberg Land (Cape Northwest) and
—
MUTTON,
of a *40.00 Columbia Bicycle—the best
Three Chinamen Executed.
the channel between Amund Ringnes West Mineral. No one claimed it.
made. Ask for particulars, free outfit,
Three Chinamen. Min Sing, Leong Land and Eilef Ringnes Land.
PORK, and and circular telling “How to S tart.” Ad Accused of Trying to Poison Family.
Mrs. Cleveland In Switzerland.
Charged with attempting to poison Gong and Horn Woon, were electrocut- j “This criticism and correction was
dress, “The Bicycle Man.” 29-31 East 22d
Lausanne. Switzerland, Oct. 13. —
a ll kinds o r Street, New York City, N. Y.
his mother-in-law, Mrs. Annie Stetzer, ed at the state prison in Charleston. accepted by the first boy, who started
of Laurelton, near Mifflinburg, Pa., and Mass., for the murder of four of their. . to change the position of the island, Mrs. Grover Cleveland, accompanied
Dressed
by her daughters, Eshter and Marion,
WANTED
Success Magazine her entire family by placing arsenic countrymen in a “Tong war” in China but was stopped, as Commander Pearv and sons, Francis and Richard, arrived
Poultry.
wants an energetic and responsible man !n medicine and flour which they used, town on the night of Aug. 2. 1907.
**rvedi
had
given
Instructions
th
at
no
changes
here. It is understood that the chil
COLLEGEVILLE every Tues or woman in Collegeville and vicinity to Jacob Baughman, aged thirty-five, of
■ day
da? ■
or erasures were to be made in the dren will be placed in a school here.
, Thursday and Saturday.
collect for renewals and solicit new sub
Mail
i
Wife
Smokes
Too
Much;
Asks
Divorce
Cass,
W.
Va.,
is
under
arrest
at
Lewroute as drawn by the Eskimos on the
scriptions.during full or spare time. Ex
I P * orders promptly attended to.
George Kiler sued his wife, Minnie chart. unnecessary. Any one can start isburg.
Blew His Head Off With Gun.
50c.
P0r pound for veal calves and perience
among
friends
and
acquaintances
and
extra for delivery.
Baughman and his wife bad a dis Kiler. for divorce at Evansville.' Wd.
“From this Island they could see
Mount Holly, N. J., Oct. 13.—Bert
build up a paying and permanent business agreement, and she returned to her alleging she is an inveterate smok
two lands beyond (Sverdrup’s Eilef West, an employe of the H. B. Smith
without capital. Complete outfit and in
structions free. Address, “VON,” Suc mother’s home in Laurelton. He fol er of cigarettes and that she awakens Ringnes and Amund Ringnes Lands). Machine company, at Smithville. blew
.Tr®T tJ®?® Posters Printed » " cess Magazine, Room 103, Success Maga lowed and made an effort to effect a him each nrorning by puffing cigarette From the island they journeyed tohis head off with a shotgun at hui
* te d e n e n d e n * <*«!«*
zine Building, New York City, N. Y.
o a / v > n / < i l i s H n n . In this be w zm u z a a e
fumes in his face.
m 1 i % or ViA i i rrn
* • * r,A
lo ft band one nf t h e s e two

ONLY ONE HOPE REMAINS

Reductions in Furniture.

KULP & MOYER,

GRATERFORD, PA.

O C E A N S I D E
ISTO B O N D S

TRACES

ROUTE ON MAP

CRITICISED GIRL’S
HAT; FINED $25

Jealous Rival Says It is Ugly
and Out cl Style.

hit. Simpson Bros. NorPt lown

Headquarters for Furniture.

D. Y .M O W D A Y

We

F

KEYSTONE

Cement, Brick and Tile Works,

Blacksmith - Horseshoer

G

FARM AND GARDEN

8

Farm a
nd
Garden
ROLLERS OF CONCRETE..
Process For Making Cheap and Desir
able Farm Articles.
A concrete roller Is a very desirable
article to have on a farm. One may be
made at slight cost that will be quite
as serviceable as an Iron roller costing
several dollars. Following Is described
a simple and practical way of making
a concrete roller: The first cut shows
two completed rollers, one with an
iron handle, the other with one of
wood; 2 by 4 should be used for side
pieces. The weight of a concrete roller
may be figured at about 150 pounds
per cubic foot. These directions will

be for making a roller eighteen Inches
long and eighteen inches in diameter,
weighing, therefore, about 400 pounds.
Larger sizes may be made by merely
changing the dimensions of the forms.
Have a tinner cut No. 24 galvanized
sheet Iron to a size 18 by 57 Inches
and roll in his machine until the edges
lap two or three inches. Get some
strips one-half or five-eighths Inch
thick and two Inches wide. Cut eight
pieces one foot long and one piece sev
enteen Inches long. Select a smooth
-board surface two feet or more square,
drive a nail In the center and tie a
string to I t Fasten a pencil to the
string Just nine inches from the nail
and draw a circle eighteen Inches In
diameter. Take the eight pieces cut
out. lay them on the circle, with each
piece Just projecting beyond the circle.
Nall these firmly together where they
overlap with small nails.
Mark the same circle on this form
and cut out with a compass saw. Nail
the seventeen inch strip across this
and bore a hole exactly In the center
to fit the axle, which should be a
piece of shafting one Inch In diameter,
or three-quarter Inch gas pipe two feet
long.
Next make a baseboard about two
feet square of dressed lumber, cleats
on the underside. Bore a hole In the
center of a size to fit the axle. Lay
the follower before made over this
and put the axle through both holes.
Take the sheet Iron and place around

AGRICULTURE IN ALASKA.
Remarkable Possibilities of the Far
Northwest Possession.
The area of Alaska is so great that
the United States government main
tains five agricultural experiment sta
tions in the territory, so situated that
crops may be tested under all the cli
matic conditions. Sitka, on the strip
of coast projecting southeast, has a.
fairly mild climate, while the station
at Rampart is close to the arctic circie. C. G. Georgeson, special agent in
charge of all the stations, in bis an
nual report for 1008, recently issued by
the United States department of agri
culture, declares unqualifiedly th a t.
“Alaska Is an agricultural c o u n try ."
that good hay can be produced iu any
quantity” for winter feeding, w hile tii.native grasses “can maintain liv e stock
in excellent condition In summer." He
says also that “potatoes, cabbage, caul
iflower, rhubarb, turnips, lettuce and.
In st\ort, all the hardy vegetables can
be grown to perfection up to and even
within the arctic circle, as has been
proved by thousands of settlers.” But
before Alaska can be largely settled
railroads and wagon roads must be
built. Under present conditions, he
says, “few farmers can afford to go to
Alaska with their families, live stock
and equipment." The expense of trans
portation “would equal the cost of a
farm in the states.”
Abundant sunshine Is essential for
good crops in Alaska. In 1908 the rain
fall during the growing season at
Sitka was 16.22 inches against 24.76
Inches the year before and 18.91 Inches
in 1906. The smaller rainfall meant
more sunshine, and the result in 1908
was large crops of potatoes, cabbage,
cauliflower and various root crops
The quality also was better.
Mr. Georgeson believes th at Alaska
has undeveloped resources sufficient
for the supoort of a large population.
But there, as he says, “Nature Is stern
and uncompromising, and we must sub
mit to the conditions she imposes.”
Among many Interesting fleets given
in the report is this: Watermelons
were brought to maturity out of doors
on the Hot Springs farm, which to In
the Tanana valley, in latitude 64 de
grees north. It seems th at on part of
this farm the soil to warmed from the
same source, whatever it to, th at heats
the water of the springs. This farm
has now 150 acres regularly under
crop, the greater portion devoted to po
tatoes.
The Peat T h a t Kills Plums.

The quickest and most economical
method of fighting the curculio where
there are only a few trees to to place
a sheet under each tree early in the
morning, as soon as the Insects appear
and Jar the trunks. When they fall
gather and burn. This should be done
twice a week for two or three weeks,
when most, if not all of them, can be
caught before the fruit is injured. The
plum, the damson and the apricot are
the fruits most injured. Slugs th at at
tack the pear and other trees may be
killed by dusting the leaves when
damp with fresh air slaked lime. Ap
pie trees should be sprayed early in
the spring when buds commence to
form, after the blossoms fall, when
fruit is one-third grown and when half
grow. The bordeaux and parts green
solution to the best remedy. These
solutions may be had already prepared
a t the agricultural stores.
Orchard Ladder on Wheels.

the follower, drawing It up snugly.
Drive fifteen or twenty eigbtpenny
nails into the baseboard close up
around the sheet iron to bold It In
place. Draw the follower to the top
of the sheet iron and put another wire
around the latter to keep It from
epreadlngout;also one ortwo a t the cen
ter. The second cut shows this clearly.
When ready to fill place the base
board on a solid surface, allowing the
axle to project three Inches below the
top of the baseboard. Coat Inside of
sheet iron and baseboard with linseed
oil or lubricating oil. Make a con
crete of one part Portland cement,
two parts of sharp sand and three or
four parts of small stone, well mixed
and wet enough to pour. Raise the
follower about six inches from the
bottom and pour In two or three
inches of concrete. Tamp thoroughly.
The object of tamping Is not so much
to settle the concrete as to remove air
bubbles and get the stone away from
the forms, so as to have a smooth
surface. Raise the follower three or
four inches and pour In more concrete,
and so on until the form is full. As
the follower Is raised it keeps the
sheet Iron perfectly round and the
shaft In the center. Take the follower
off and smooth the top with a trowel.
Remove the sheet iron In a day or
two. but do not move the roller or
baseboard for a week. The roller
should harden two weeks before
using.
Picking Hops.
There are two drawbacks to hop
picking. One is so called hop poison
ing, which is simply a sort of prickly
heat or rash, sometimes produced by
contact of face and arms with the net
tle-like fuzz on the stalks of the hop
vine. It does not affect all pickers.
The other Is the dark staining of the
hands resulting from the resin of the
blossom. It may be removed with the
crushed green leaves of the hop.
Undersized Birds.

ttle chickens confined in close quartafee on flesh and fa t a t the ex«e of bone and frame. Such birds
be undersized and make poor
AATS.

The accompanying sketch represents
an orchard ladder on wheels. It Is
something that will be appreciated un
til tiie orchard crops are in. Take a
pair of old mower wheels and one
piece of 2 by 4 scantling for an axle.
Place the ladder upon this scantling.
To keep it upright use poles, two at
the bottom and one near the top of the
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Little Known of the Real Origin of
the Instrument.
ITS
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CHINESE.

A t W eitzen ko rn s1

This Wonderful People Knew of the
Magnetic Needle Long Before the
Christian Era—The Claims of Gioia,
the Pilot, and the Credit Due Him.

The Big S to re ”

We’ve always maintained a high standard of excellence in our Boys’
Clothing Department, but for the coming season our offerings exceed in
style and quality anything we’ve ever shown. No other store in town
sells such splendid clothes for so little money.
There’s cleverness in the cut, beauty in the patterns and distinction
in their general appearance. An inspection will readily disclose their
merits and convince you that it pays to get clothes for your boy that are
“ right” in every particular.
Read these prices—decide how much you want to spend—then come
to us. We’ve the very clothes you want and we can meet your wants at
your price.

Much interest must forever attach to
the discovery of th at valuable Instru
ment the mariner’s compass, and yet
there are few subjects concerning
which less is known. For a period the
honor of the invention was ascribed to
Gioia, a pilot, born at Pasitano, a
small village situated near Amalfi,
about the end of the thirteenth cen
tury. His claims, however, have been
disputed.
Much learning and labor have been
bestowed upon the subject of the dis
covery. It has been maintained by one
A t $ 2 .5 0 and $ 2 .9 8
A t $ 3 .5 0
class that- even the Phoenicians were
We have an assortment of neat looking, good
the inventors, by another that the
We’ve a very special Serge Suit value—extra
wearing Suits of fancy worsteds'; all well tailored good quality—made in double-breasted and Nor-1
Greeks and Romans bad a knowledge
and finished. An exceptional value for the 1folk styles, with either straight or Knicker pants.
of it. Such notions, however, have
Equal to most $5.00 Suits..
been completely refuted.
money.
One passage, nevertheless, of a re
markable character occurs in the works
of Cardinal de Vitty, bishop of PtoleOur $ 5 “ D u d le y ” S u it Our $ 3 .5 0 Dudley Suit
mais, in Syria. He went to Palestine
during the fourth crusade, about the
WITH TWO PAIRS OF KNICKER PANTS
WITH TWO PAIRS OF KNICKER PANTS
year 1204. He returned afterw ard to
Is by far the biggest clothing value to be had in
Europe and subsequently back to the
town. If you want to get your boy a good look
And every one knows the wearing qualities of
Holy Land, where he wrote his work
ing, good fitting and good wearing suit of boyish these suits. They’re built for service—without
entitled “Historia Orientalis,” as near
cut and style—this “ Dudley” Suit will meet your neglecting style—and will stand the hard knocks
ly as can be determined, between the
wants. They’re made of all-wool fabrics, splen that all lusty boys give their clothes.
years 1215 and 1220. In chapter 91
didly tailored and finished. •
of that work be has this singular pas
sage:
“The Iron needle, after contact with
the loadstone, constantly turns to the
north star, which, at the axis of the
firmament, remains immovable while
the others revolve, and hence it to es
sentially necessary to those navigat
ing on the ocean.” .
These words are as explicit as they
are extraordinary. They state a fact
and announce a use. The thing, there
fore, which essentially constitutes the
compass must have been known long
before the birth of Gioia. In addition INCORPORATED MAY 13, 1871to this fact, there is another equally
fatal to bis claim as the original dis
coverer.
It is now settled beyond a doubt
T H E TO W N
that the Chinese were acquainted with
the compass long before the Europe
ans. It is certain that there are allu
sions to the magnetic needle in the
traditionary period of Chinese history,
O F M O N TG O M ERY COUNTY
about 2,000 years before C hrist and a
still more credible account of it is
Has set the Whole Town
found in the reign of Chingwang of the
Chow dynasty, before Christ 1114.
Agog !
All this, however, may be granted
without in the least impairing the just
claims of Gioia to the gratitude of man
kind. The truth appears to be that
GOOD SHOES were never before priced so low and
In s u r a n c e In F o rce: $ 1 2 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
the position of Gioia in relation to the
compass was precisely that of W att in
never before sold so rapidly.
relation to the steam engine—the ele
W E are determined to close out the stock we have on hand
ment existed; he augmented its utility. Office o f the Company t
The compass used by the mariners
and our deeply cut prices on all our good shoes will tell you how
iu the Mediterranean during the
c o e e e g e y ie .e e , p a .
anxious we are to sell.
twelfth and thirteenth centuries was
A.
D.
FETTEROEF,
Secretary.
a very uncertain and unsatisfactory
apparatus. It consisted only of a mag II. w . KRATZ. President,
netic needle floating in a vase or basin
Norristown, Pa,
by means of two straws on a bit of
cork supporting it on the surface of
$4.00 SHOES and OXFORDS :: $3.18
the water.
f<
The compass used by the Arabians
3.50
“
“
2.70
iC
in the thirteenth century was an in
3.00
‘
*
“
::
2.35
strum ent of exactly the same descrip
f€
tion. Now, the inconvenience and in
2.50
‘‘
“
:: 1.85
H ere is w h a t you need.
efficiency of such an apparatus are ob
t(
2.00
“
“
:: 1.55
vious. The agitation of the ocean and
There is no time like the
(<
the tossing of the vessel might render
1.50
“
”
:: 1.30
present to assure yourself of
it useless in a moment.
Our
Children’s
and
Boys’
Department
is full
But Gioia placed the magnetized
good crops for the future, es
needle on a pivot, which permits it to
turn to all sides with facility. After pecially as your prosperity - is BARGAINS in SHOES and SLIPPERS.
ward it was attached to a card divided
I4I HIGH STREET,
into thirty-two points, called rose de measured by the crops you pro
,
POTTSTOWN.
vents, and then the box containing it duce.
was suspended in such a manner that,
POTTSTOWN’S LARGEST SHOE STORE.
however the vessel might be tossed,
There is only’ one way to as
it would always remain horizontal.—
sure bounteous crops, and that
Electrical Engineer.
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Young Men's Fashion Clothes for Fall are Here, $10.00 to $25.00.

WEITZENKORNS, - POTTSTOWN.

W E’VE STIRRED

Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire
Insurance Company

Weitzenkorn’s Shoe Sale

Insures Against Fire and Storm.

F A R M E R S,

W EITZENKORN’S,

Stung.

The old gentleman went into the par
lor the other night at the witching
hour of 1030 and found the lights out
and his daughter and a dear friend
enjoying a tete-a-tete in a corner by
the window.
“Evangeline,” said the old man stern
ly, “this is scandalous!”
“Yes. papa.” she answered sweetly.
“I t is candleless because times are
hard. Lights cost so much Ferdinand
USEFUL IN THE ORCHARD.
and I said we would get along with
ladder, extending to the ground. The the starlight.?’
upper one is forked at the top so as
And papa turned about in speech
to hold the ladder firmly. The ladder less amazement and tried to walk out
to eighteen feet high, and as the foun of the room through a panel in the
dation is broad there to no danger of wall paper.—Exchange.
its falling over. The brace is so made
th at it can be adjusted, thus enabling
The Difference.
one to place the ladder a t any angle.
“Father,” said little Rollo, “w hat is
the difference between farming and
agriculture?”
Keeping Surplus Eggs.
“Well, my son, for farming you need
When eggs are only required to be
preserved for two or three months a plow and a harrow and a lot of other
they keep very well packed in dry implements, and for agriculture all
salt or bran. The meat of the egg you need is a pencil and a piece of
may shrink and rattle within the shell paper.”—Washington Star.
when shaken, but its edibility to not
The Mess In the Oven.
impaired. Coating the egg with vase
“How came such a greasy mess in
line or butter will also keep it for a
short time, or any application which the oven?” said a fidgety old spinster
effectively seals the pores of the shell to her maid of all work.
“Why,” replied the girl, “the candles
and excludes air will prolong the
freshness of eggs. If the egg to even fell into the water, and I put them into
momentarily submerged in boiling wa the oven to dry.”—London Tatler.
ter the albumen thereby becomes suffi
Mildew.
eiently coagulated to prevent the en
An easy method of removing mil
trance of air. In some of the rural
districts In England and Scotland eggs dew is to place the article in a warm
for home consumption are smutted oven for a few moments and then
over with a mixture of sulphur and brush it.
lampblack, a cheap and effective pre
When you forget there are others
servative. But the llmewater mixture
dm oairiss a burned bridge.
to best for general nurnosoa.

is by using sufficient plant food.
If your manure does not reach,
you cannot afford to buy stable
manure; it is too expensive.
You should therefore use the
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
tainable.

py
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----- USE UULBERT’S -----

DIARRHOEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. ;

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT

Our goods are sold entirely
on their own merits, and where
once used, always used.

»

W e guarantee the different
grades to be in perfect mechani
cal condition, and to produce
results.

COLLEGEVILLE

A fair trial will convince.
Manufactured

by

JACOB

TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE, „,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

|

Marble and Granite Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.

ery County, Pa., and for sale All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
by
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
H. T. HUN SICKER,
Iron bridge, Pa.
J . K. CEEMMER A SON,
Spring Meant, Pa.
FRANK BARNDT,
Green Enne, Pn.
H1EEEGASS A KRAUSE,
Pennsbnrg, Pa.
JOHN H. FARINGER,
R. D. No. 2, Norristown, Pa.

anteed. Estimates furnished.

Main St. Collegeville.

The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis
ing medium in the middle section of Montgomery
county. If you have anything to sell—no matter
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper.

